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Civil rights leader visits Humboldt
Fiery blast nearly killed Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth 48 years ago
Science Editor

The force of the blast took out the walls
surrounding his bed and blew away the
floor beneath his feet. The springs on the
bed were shattered while he lay on the mattress. Civil rights pioneer Reverend Fred
Shuttlesworth survived the 16 sticks of dynamite intended to kill him on Christmas
Day, 1956, and went on to help end segregation in Alabama.
“Gather around me folks I feel a sermon
coming on,” he told about 80 people in the
Fulkerson Recital Hall Wednesday at noon.
For the next hour, the reverend recounted
his experiences in the 1960s fight for civil rights in the South, commented on the
U.S. government policies toward other nations and gave students advice on how to
deal with racism and inequality in their

own lives.
Shuttlesworth told the crowd that Birmingham, Alabama in the late ’50s and
early 60s was the worst place in the world.
He said segregation in the South was more

precious to segregationists than heaven
was. “There would be a seven foot wall between blacks and whites,” he said describing the inside of a typical Southern theater, “The law would put you in jail [if you
crossed it.]”
Shuttlesworth,
who
marched
with Martin Lu-

ther King, Jr. and
led _ civil rights
demonstrations

in

Birmingham,

said

it was

tration’s policies, Shuttlesworth remarked
these are days when truth and equality
should move a little further. “If you’re going to be a peacemaker,’ he said, criticizing
the government's use of weapons, “you got
to share and talk
for peace.”
Shuttles“What you do in a crisis tests
worth went fur¥ our strength and weakness.”
ther to say that
people _ today
need to really
Rev. Fred Shuttlesworth
civil rights pioneer

time

for segregation to
end. He told the crowd about an police officer who, just after his house was bombed,
told the reverend if he were him he would
leave town and never come back.

“What you do in a crisis tests your
strength and weakness,” Shuttlesworth
told the crowd. “I said (to the officer), ‘You
aren't me, I’m here for the duration. The
war has started.”

When speaking of the current adminis-

have

the

cour-

age to stand up
and speak out
against their president. “Voters don't vote
enough,” he said. “[They] ought to give
Caeser their taxes and stick around and see
what is being done with those taxes.”
Cellular molecular biology pre-med
student Anita Ruiz has had problems with
racism in the past. When the reverend was
taking questions she asked what advice he
would give to students who still have to
deal with racism.

“If we can be beat u

let you speak

your mind, then you should go further,” he
told students encouraging them to be couragous to speak out against war and racism.
Ruiz, who left Spanish-speaking parents behind in Los Angeles, said coming to
HSU, which is predominantly white, is intimidating. “People don't realize that they
are hostile,” she said. “I’m not afraid to tell

people who I am.”
Ruiz also said that religon sometimes
gives the support one needs to fight for civil rights. Shuttlesworth’s presentation was
hosted by the Northern Humboldt County
Union High School District and the Humboldt County and Northern California
Teaching American History Programs.
Studio art fourth year student Leah Serb,
who is taking Dolores McBroome’s history
class, said attending the Shuttlesworth presentation was part of the class, but that she
wanted to come.
“Everybody has the opportunity to see

——

Jessica Cejnar

him,” she said.
Jessica Cejnar may be reached at
luthien20@verizon.net

Publish or perish?
Faculty divided over HSU move to require
more research by professors
Cat Sieh
Staff writer

Humboldt State students, faculty and administrators are divided at the prospect of the university
requiring more faculty research, debating whether
the move would improve or dilute teaching quality.
a recently passed Associated Students resolution warns the change could mean bigger class sizes, fewer full-time
professors
and
the dilution of the
“In order to be a good
teaching
experi-

enceHSUisknown

for. Supporters say
‘ood teaching

The Strategic Plan, which was passed on to Richmond from Academic Senate Tuesday for revision
and approval, will set the course for the school’s
academic direction for the next five years. Nearly
200 people worked for a year on the plan, which
includes a suggestion to amend the faculty handbook’s methods used to hire, promote, and tenure
HSU faculty. The amended plan puts more emphasis on faculty “scholarship,” loosely defined as published research or
creative activity.

teacher in this field
you have to be doing current research.”

goes

oa in hand nn

Luke George

chair of the wildlife department

good research.

HSU’s teaching-based atmosphere.
“T’ve taught in places where teaching was always
a token value, where talk of student centeredness
was a joke, and where scholarship was part of what

destroyed the authenticity of the institution's mis,.

plan at last Tues~
ic

Academ-

Senate meeting,

Richmond

firmly

= dismissed concerns

quality or effectiveness.
“I'm not interested in moving Humboldt State
away from its primary mission, which is educating undergraduates and doing it well,” Richmond
said in a later interview. In an e-mail sent to faculty,
summarizing the comments he made at the meeting, he wrote, “I strongly believe that one cannot be

sien,’ Powell wrote in an e-mail to President RolBOOS,

lively disabout the

that the plan would
weaken _ teaching

John Powell, an

associate philosophy professor, is concerned that the change, outlined in HSU’s Stragtegic Plan, will detract from
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students migrate to Mexico

The environmental resources and world
languages and Culture departments at
Humboldt State will be inviting students
and other universities all over the nation to
spend this summer in Parras de la Fuente,
in Northern Mexico.

Students will attend the Universidad
Tecnologica de Coahuila to learn about the
environmental impact of modern technen-

ogy on Parras. The students will also learn
Spanish.
“I'm excited about this program because
it touches on teaching Spanish and appropriate technology, because it is difficult to
teach appropriate technology in other cultures unless you are there,” said environmental resources engineering instructor
Lonny Grafman.
Grafman, along with HSU world languages and cultures professor Francisco Cabada, will be directing the program.
Grafman cited the difficulty of teaching
university students about appropriate technology in a classroom environment.
Grafman also said another exciting aspect
of the program is the joint work that
will be done by both departments. He feels
the joint effort between the two is a step
outside of the compartmentalization that is
common in universities (not just HSU).

ce

two

“I

am_

tonot

aware of any other program like
this in the USA,”

Cabada said.
“I know of programs that have

“ T feel that in
the microcosm
of the universi-

ty every department has unique
and valuable insights to share
with
others.
Together,
departments have
more to offer
students
than
just the sum of
their parts, but
also a new un- derstanding
born of their
synergy.”
According
to Cabada, this
will be the first

programs

have worked
gether.

similarities in the

sense that emphasize the interdisciplinary but, as
far as I know, ours
is unique since we

will address the
problems of the
impact of technology in the desert in the third
world and the
need to implement appropriate

Lonny Grafman

HSU Students will have the opportunity
to study in Parras, Mexico.

OUNCE

technology
and
low-impact construction
_techniques.”
The academic
aspect of the Par-

ras program will not be the only point of
interest for students enrolled in the program will have to look forward to.
“Paras is a perfect place for a summer
program,” said Cabada, “It (Parras) is a
small town in Northern Mexcio but there
are many things of interest.’
Possible

activities

include

swimming

at swim holes formed by several natural springs, which originate from underground streams which flow under Parras,

despite the town’s desert surroundings.
The town itselfis also home to many adobe
buildings and houses that are 400 years old,
a baroque church, and the childhood home
of revolutionary Francisco I. Maderos. Parras is also the home of the oldest winery in
the Americas, which was founded in 1597.
The Parras program takes place over a
period of 10 weeks (May 31 to August 5),
with students being able to earn a total of
16 units. The units are split evenly with
eight units being offered in Spanish, consisting of half in grammar and half in conversation.

Eight more units are offered in appropriate technology that involve appropriate
technology in the desert.
“Many different appropriate technologies will be explored, but some of the ones
that will be focused on due to their appro-

see MEXICO, pg. 6
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relevance
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PLAN: Some faculty members support required research
Continued from pg. 3
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an effective teacher without being a good scholar.”
But the Educational Policy Committee, a group
Powell’s e-mail argued, “The claim that one canworking under the Strategic Plan Steering Comnot be a good teacher without being a good scholar
mittee, strongly opposed the language of Appendix
is just false,” he added. “Our
J in a written statement, saylecturers are often the best
ing the wording prioritizes reteachers in their departsearch over teaching.
ments, partly because we re“The plan places too much
“I strongly believe that
quire it of them without reemphasis on research and
quiring they be productive
scholarly activities, as opone cannot be an effective
scholars ... some of HSU’s
posed
to teaching effectiveteacher without being a
senior faculty [members] are
ness and faculty development,
good scholar.”
producing minimal scholarwhich detracts from the cenship or (none) at all and are
tral mission of the universiterrific teachers.”
ty,” the statement said. “If adRollin Richmond
Powell
also expressed
HSU president
opted, the plan could result
frustration at the current
in HSU trading its current
system of promotion.
excellence in undergraduate
“There are faculty [members] on campus who
education for a doomed attempt at becoming a rehave gotten tenure and promotions when they
search-oriented institution. It should not be ratishould not,” he wrote.
fied in its current form.”
“What shows that they should not, however,
The committee agreed that the goals and strateis that their teaching is shitty and they have little
gies of Appendix J appear more like those of a reinterest in being citizens of the university. Nothsearch institution than a state teaching university.
ing about scholarship ... [an emphasis on scholar“The document ‘clarifies the expectations and
ship] may lead to an erosion of rewards for teachrewards for scholarly activity,” the statement said.
ing quality and may lead to an erosion of teaching
“But [it] does not provide incentives for excellent
quality itself.
teaching or for hiring of excellent instructors ... It
The Associated Students resolution, echoing the
is unacceptable to make promotion explicitly conconcerns of some faculty members, argued that
tingent on consistently peer-review publishable
such a move would weaken the university's comcreative and scholarly activity, without regard to
mitment to undergraduate education, and move
service components.”
HSU toward becoming a less personal research inRichmond said the report was disappointing
stitution.
and negative. “|The report] represents an effort to
While commending faculty who successfully
frustrate and delay change in the university,’ he
conduct research under HSU’s current system of
said in the e-mail to faculty.
promotion, the AS resolution argued, “CompulHe later added that less research-oriented desory research efforts will
partments should not be
weaken the quality of edconcerned with meeting
ucation, as tenured track
scholarship requirements.
faculty may increasingly
“I have a broad defini“The claim that one cannot be
be replaced with parttion of scholarship,” Richa good teacher without being a
time lecturers ... The Asmond said. “A wondergood scholar is just false.”
ful painting, investigating
sociated Students voice
concern
towards
elehow students learn best,
observing bird migration
ments of the Strategic
John Powell
in the field and publishing
Plan which have the poHSU associate philosophy professor
a paper are all examples of
tential to erode the qualscholarship ... Good serity of education at the
vice is very important but
undergraduate level.”
The resolution dis
it should not compensate
agreed with the plan's Appendix J, under which facfor good teaching.”
Wildlife Department Chair Luke George said a
ulty research efforts would be the number one criteria for promotion.
university emphasis on research would be beneficial for his department.
“We are a teaching institution,” said Kyle Zeck,
AS Legislative Vice-President. “That's why the stu“In order to be a good teacher in this field you
have to be doing current research,” he said. “I don't
dents come here, that’s why the faculty come here.”
see research as detracting from teaching in any way
Academic Senate Chair Ken Fulgham said the
AS resolution is “certainly in concert with faculty
.. [don't see us ever going that far (to become a research
institution.)”
concerns.”
Academic Senate Chair Ken Fulgham said alSome faculty members support the move, disthough
the plan has been approved by the senate,
missing concerns that HSU could ever become a
changes affecting the faculty handbook, like those
research-based institution.
outlined in Appendix J, have to undergo revision
“That's totally ridiculous and absurd,” said ecoand approval by a number of committees before
nomics department chair Steve Hackett, citing a
taking effect.
lack of university funding to promote such a shift.
_ “It’s not a/unilateral process,” he said. “It doesn't
“There’s no way that would happen at Humboldt,
mean that automatically these changes will occur.”
State.” Hackett said the plan would benefit the economics department, as well as other departments
Cat Sieh can be reached at
actively involved in research.
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priateness in the desert will be, natural building with adobe/cob passive solar design, solar cooking/dehydrating/distilling/purifying, photovolatics, natural alternatives to conventional materials, conservation,

water collection, water quality, water pumping, graywater systems, radiant heat loss refrigeration, permaculture, and organic farming,” Grafman said.

Other classes will include whole Earth engineering for the desert
and appropriate technology projects in Parras which are done in English.
The total cost of the trip is estimated at $3,700 per person which in-

cludes food and family lodging, services from Universidad de Coahuila

“We won't be going there as tourists, but as students.”
Lonny Grafman
HSU environmental resources engineering professor

Services, fieldtrips, and tuition. The cost of transportation to and from
Parras and insurance are not included.
According to both Cabada and Grafman students will not have to
take any prerequisites to take the course being offered in Parras this
summer.
“The Spanish courses will be adapted to the level and needs of the
student,” Cabada said. “Students with no previous Spanish will take beginning classes, students with advanced knowledge will be taking upper level Spanish and literature.”

Both program directors are also looking for better interaction between the students and the community itself and are hoping that this
will come from the students living with Mexican families and faculty
guided visits to cultural and natural places in Parras.
“We won't be going there as tourists but as students,” said Grafman,
“We will be very integrated by living with families of the culture.”
However, the most important part of the program is that of the international experience, both professors said.
Cabada emphasized that these international and interdisciplinary
programs very often represent a turning point in the lives of the students.

“This is a moment that they put to the test the many things that they
have learned in the classroom and through books,” Cabada said. “These
aspects are not only technical, but also social, cultural and personal. In
other words, when they are confronted with a reality that is different
from what they are used to, they need to ‘translate’ this reality, and in
this effort they need to adapt and assimilate the ‘Other’ person or the
‘Other’ culture”
Cabada added, “The student, after an international experience, has
a deeper understanding, sensitivity and appreciation of the ‘other’ society, and of his/her own community; and also a self understanding. An
understanding of the factors that have contributed to make him/her
the way he or she is. This self-understanding, together with the learning of the academics and the experience of living within a family from
another culture, and the daily encounter with the other society, makes
these programs invaluable.”
Art and globalization studies double major Kim Ye agreed with
Cabada on the importance of the international experience students will
receive in the Parras program.
“I think it is an invaluable experience to go abroad because it forcefully makes you accepting because you learn that there is no right way
to do things,” said Ye. “But I think the price tag deters many interested
students who don't get much financial help”
Ye said that the work done between the two departments was more
beneficial for students taking the course this summer because with the

foreign language element Ye feels that more people will be able to learn
and share ideas regarding sustainable technology.

Beatty:

Interested students may contact professor Ca
at fd1 @humboldt.
edu or 826-3345 or professor Grafman at lonny@humboldt.edu or
826-3649.

Robert Deaie canbe reached airwaeignailatedy
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HSU Hometown Recruitment Program
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9:07 a.m.

65

Siemens Hall received a suspicious package. A staff
brought the package to UPD and an officer logged it as

Fr

:

|

evidence.

11:26 p.m.
An officer cited a subject for possession of marijuana at
JGC parking lot.

a!
=e

11:41 p.m.
A verbal dispute was escalating to a physical one at the
Hill quad. An officer contacted two subjects who were
involved.

10:02 a.m.

A subject stripped on the steps of the Old Music Building. The subject walked to the Health Center for treat
ment.

Erik Schjeide
Assembled leadership staff of the HSU Hometown Recruitment program. From left to
right: Lili Becerra, Nancy Lopez, Adrianna De Leon Topete, Juan Mendez, Claudia Torres,
Jasmin Morales, Pata Vang, Nancy Tello and Claudia Tello.

8:34 p.m.
Someone stole a bicycle from the library bicycle racks.

see POLICE LOG, next page
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POLICE LOG Continued from previous page

9:22 p.m.

A housing employee reported
10 subjects in violation of
alcohol regulations in Chin
quapin Hall.

your

port of call for

EXPERIENCED

10:51 p.m.

VINTAGE

THRE

ADS

and

CLOTHING

A group of people were kaya

king down the Cypress east
side stairs. Officers contacted
a group of subjects, unsure if
they were responsible. ‘The

group left the area.
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Jewelry,

4:51 p.m.

mens and women
corner of Llth &
seven davs a week

An officer confiscated a bong
from a resident in Sunset Hall.

Too

s Clothing
Ke Arcata
¢ 822-8288

7:55 p.m.

An officer cited a resident in
Redwood Hall for possession

Affordable Care
Close To Home

of marijuana.

4:35 p.m.

An officer arrested a male sub-

ya tte

ject for trespassing and possession of marijuana.
5:48 p.m.

Someone reported an odor
and smoke in the wildlife
building. An officer respond-
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Dr. Martha Henry
Chiropractors

For serious pain relief call

we
Humboldt Back & Neck
ee
get
Pain Center, You'll
individual care and professional expertioe
from the moment you walk through the door.

ed and found a barbeque in
progress at the front of the
building.

We provide both traditional and low force

Activator chiropractic techniques.

10:41 p.m.

Most insurance is accepted, student
discounts and payment plans are available

A male subject forced his way
into a residence in Redwood
Hall and assaulted a resident.

An officer arrested him for

Humboldt Back &
Neck Pain Center

assault and battery. UPD
transferred him to Humboldt

County Correctional Facility.

1781 Central Ave, McKinleyville, CA
2:11 a.m.

An officer contacted a couple that were involved in an
argument on Highway 101
near Giuntoli. The officer
arrested one subject for being drunk in public and sent
the subject to Humboldt
County Correctional Facility.

Find Students To Trade Your Books!

12:10 p.m.

An officer cited a subject for
possession of marijuana.
3:10 p.m.

An officer went to peel the
sticker off from a fire hydrant
behind the bookstore. The
sticker was already removed
on arrival.
<¢
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ds ott
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Final call: Owner sells Toby and Jack’s
she decides to leave.

Rory Williams

“My

Staff writer

to an end this January as current
owner Jack Wilson is selling the

tavern to Southern California investors.
Wilson has accepted $1 million from a group of investors
from San Luis Obispo who insist
on keeping the old-time college
bar atmosphere intact, but the future of current employees is un-

and Jack’s at least once a week, is

certain.

Bill Hales, a partner in the fiveman investment squad, said disco
balls will not adorn the bar when
the group takes over Jan. 1 and
longtime bartender Betty Larsen
has nothing to worry about when
January comes along.

the mold of exactly what we want
to do—old-time college bars.”

and

new owners] will keep the Toby
and Jack’s atmosphere, but I hope
they clean it up.”
Scott Wilson, an HSU graduate and patron who visits Toby

to Arcatans since 1958, is coming

Hales said. “[Toby and Jack’s] fits

is at Toby

Jack’s,” Larsen said. “I think [the

The legacy of Toby and Jack's,
a bar that has been serving drinks

“Don't worry about Betty,’
Hales said. “She is not going anywhere.”
Hales said he has owned bars
similar to Toby and Jack’s and
many small changes will occur,
but the aura of the tavern will remain the same.
“If it ain't broke, don’t fix it,”

heart

Courtesy of Erik Kraft

Betty Larsen serves up a cold one as she works the tap at Toby and Jack’s Bar.
tionally as well.
which may cause discomfort
The first thing to change was
“Tve been here so many years
the business license, as TJ's on 9th
among the current employees,
that I know people all over the
but the new owners do not intend
Incorporated is now the formal
world,” Larsen said.
on letting anyone go.
name of the Plaza bar.
Larsen is not sure if she will reLarsen doesn't drink, but has
Hales said one of his partners,
main at Toby and Jack’s, as she has
been working at Toby and Jack’s
Daryl Cope, moved to Arcata last
received offers from several other
for the last 18 years and said she
week from San Luis Obispo to
bars. But Larsen said she will miss
has not only acquired a reputamanage the bar. He said 30-yearthe spirit of the old-time tavern if
tion around town, but internaold Cope will take on bar shifts,

wary of the incoming owners and
hopes major changes, such as the
dismissal of current staff, do not
unfold.
“This bar has built relationships with their customers,” Scott
said. “If they were to come in and
sweep it out from under their feet,
that would not be right.”
“If Betty [Larsen] goes to Everetts, the crowd will follow her,’
Scott said. “People come here to
see the bartenders—they love
them.”
Larsen said she has heard remarks similar to Scott's but wants
Arcatans to give the new owners
time to prove themselves.
“Everybody is saying, ‘we'll
start a petition,” Larsen said.
“We've got to give these people
a chance. I'm positive the new
owners are not going to come in

and make it some disco bar.”
Darren Reis, head of securiy at
see TJ’s, pg. 11

Take a bottle and pass it down
Arcata Police Department data shows bar altercations have increased this fall
Rory Williams
Staff writer

As the two brawlers tossed each other into the chainlink fence between Toby and Jack’s and the Alibi in Arcata Thursday night, bartender Denise Freeman dove in
ripping the assailant from the pileup.
“I’ve already called the police,” Freeman shouted at
the attacker, as she strong-armed him away from the vic-

tim.
Wearing a red sweatshirt that matched the blood

forth screaming, “My tooth! My fucking tooth is
loose!”
Freeman said the altercation began when she asked
two men, who called themselves brothers, to leave the
Alibi after noticing they were extremely intoxicated.
One of the men sucker punched the red-sweatshirt

Be

ern

of manay dont Beatonued

Not included in the data set were 415 verbals, calls regarding offensive words that lead to fights and “disturbing the peace” categories.
This data excludes the latter categories because unruly

“After 1 a.m.~if you can’t fuck, you
fight.”

gushing from his mouth, the victim paced back and

the sen when th uo
Both prt
_rived and bar business continued as usual.

curred on the Plaza, while data from the same months in
2004 shows 10 fights and counting.
Only fights that the Arcata Police Department witness
fall under the “fight” category, while calls made to the department reporting fights do not.

Ryan Hansen
_Philosophy major

a

behavior could be misconstrued
as a fight.
Last month, APD Sgt. Dave Brown pointed to the
significant number of hospitalizations
caused by Plaza
brawling as an “all too familiar type of incident; when

police
a man 0 lying’|
on the ground with a
head responded
injuryaad « tofecing

sion found in recent fights has dangerously increased.
“We are not talking about school kids on a playground
getting into a fist fight,” Chapman said. “People are getting admitted into the hospital with shattered cheekbones and fractured eye sockets.”
Chapman said someone who gets hit could possibly
fall down, hit his or her head on the cement and die—resulting in a manslaughter charge for the assailant.
“It would be tragic to see a 22-year-old college stu-

dent go to prison for fracturing somebody's cheekbone,”
Chapman said. “The penalty for that is two or three years
in state prison.”

The demographics
of fighters vary and Chapman said
there are no common denominators such as transients,
local or college students, to account for the scrapping,
but problems usually occur when testosterone, alcohol,
relationships and the late hours at the bar scene clash.
* HSU philosophy major Ryan Hansen moved to Ar-

cata from San Diego six years “6° and frequents the bars
on the Plaza.
Hansen said there seems to be a correlation between

‘sexual
0 an frustration
influx of and
stude violence
ts from atSo the
uthern bars, C but also points
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continued from pg. 10
Toby and Jack’s, has worked at the
bar for 12 years and has confiscated more than 750 fake and misused identification cards to date.
But Reis has decided to resign
when the new owners take the

trying to get their IDs passed.”

“This is like telling an
old friend goodbye.”

of

the

price!

826-9577

open

everyday...on

ram

Jack Wilson

MA

the

MO

Toby and Jack's owner

Two of your favorites on
Reis may be leaving, but said
he is confident of the teaching he

one pizza... Half Hawaiian and

half Murphy's Combo!

has given to new staff.

M g

Arcata

TT

IDs

are the most important part of the

job”
With

his

life’s

work

behind

him, Jack plans to spend his retirement fishing and hunting.
“I have made a lot of good
friends over the years,” Jack said.
“I've seen a lot of them come and

go.
“This is like telling an
friend goodbye,” Jack said.

old

Regular patrons should re
trieve their reading glasses from
behind the bar, as Jack and Larsen
are unsure of the spectacles’ fate.
Rory Williams can be reached at
rbillius@yahoo.com
PY tera)
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“Don't think you're going to
get away with the new guys,” Reis

said. “I’ve always told them

SMOOc]

ros CCCO BELGE ES EeS Eten!

tor afraction

beacdls..

“T'll miss the bar but I will not
miss Arcata,’ Reis said. “I'll miss
the challenge of all the young ones

MAKE IT...

at

fulltime job because he said he is

done dealing with the transient
population and the city council’s
lack of dealing with them.

Providing the BEST selection of Asian
products, ingredients and imports.
Featuring items from Korea, China, Japan |
Laos, Thailand, Vietnam, the Philippines
more countries.
and

Stole

Market, but plans to make that his

fun!
sttpplies

Reis will continue to work his
current job as a clerk at Manila
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839-8763
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TJ’S: Head of
security resigns,
confident in new
staff
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Dog day in court: S even activists face charges
One pleads no contest, two set to place pleas, while four others take cases to trial
Sarah Lewers
Campus editor

Seven

forest

activists faced

she felt her time was better spent
planning more direct positive action against Steve Wills Logging

3

Be

charges Monday stemming from a and Trucking.
A no contest plea is the same
protest staged against Steve Wills
as a guilty plea for the purpose of
Logging and Trucking on Nov. 9.
sentencing, but without admitSix activists were charged with
ting guilt on the part of the defeninfraction trespass, and one was
charged with misdemeanor resistdant.
“I think
ing arrest
the reason
in addition
ai
DAA.
to misde- “I think the reason the D.A. of- the
offered
me
meanor
fered me a plea bargain is that
a plea bartrespass.
they
(Steve
Wills
Co.)
don’t
gain
is that
Kim
to be exposed in the (Steve Wills
Starr, the want
protestor

courts...

charged

with misdemeanors, pleaded
no
contest to the reduced charge of
infraction trespass in exchange
for dropping the resisting arrest
charge.
She was fined $75, which the
court considers paid by time
served, since she and the other
activists spent four days in jail.
Starr explained that while
she had chosen to carry her case
through to trial, in this instance

GET

TC

Bike

Non

Paddle

Ga

Tana

bywavs

exhilarating

waters

miay

We

what

Starr

Sarah Lewers

From left: Robin, Grain, Kim Starr, Michael P. Acosta, Martha Devine, Daniel Kosmail,
and Jack Nounnan.

to enter pleas for infraction
passing, and the remaining
decided to take their cases to
Their trial date is set for Dec.

"

8:30 am.

guilty,”

The activists did not waive
their right to a speedy trial, and if

“They're the ones that should be
in jail. The logging [Steve Wills
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see CHARGES pg. 13
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Matthew
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,

Co.] are doing has already been
ruled illegal, but they were granted an economic exception, which
is crap.”
Another activist, Sarah Petru,
claims she was falsely arrested for

the matter is not resolved by Dec.
10, the district attorney must drop
all charges.
“We want to be found not

tresfour
trial.
8, at

ANNIVERSARY

tratls

Oast

,

want

34th

redwood
the

don't

they're doing to be
Activist exposed in
the courts,”
Starr said. “It would be a political
trial.”
Witnesses were present from
Steve Wills Co., ready to testify
against the activists who impeded
the progress of their log trucks.
Witnesses from Steve Wills Co.
declined to comment on the case
and phone calls to comapny owner Steve Wills were not returned.
Two other activists were set

Kim

OUT!
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Need Holiday
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CHARGES: For greater good
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BODY

continued from pg. 12
trespassing on public property and wants the district attorney to drop
the trespassing charge against her. Grain, another protestor, said that
the activists want to be found not guilty on the basis that they were protecting the greater good.
Another activist known as Mourningstar said she witnessed Humboldt County Sheriff’s deputies performing an illegal search on a van in
a nearby parking lot, during the inital protest.
“I asked them to stop three times, and they finally did,” she said.
Martha Devine and Carol Pridgeon, members of the Humboldt
County activist group Ragin’ Grannies, showed up to offer support for
the protestors.
The two joined with activists to sing a song in the courthouse lobby, decrying the treatment of Mother Earth and ending with a rousing,
“Cutting old growth is wrong!”
Michael P. Acosta, attorney for the activists, said the judicial situation in Humboldt County is less than impartial.
He said Judge Harold Neville, who accepted Starr's plea, had disqualified himself from the cases of the other activists, citing personal

PIERCING

DONE

685

RIGHT

F STREET

ARCATA

connections to Maxxam/Palco.

822-3363

Acosta said it was possible that Judge J. Michael Brown, who is

scheduled to preside over the activists’ trial Dec. 8, may also disqualify
himself based on personal ties to the timber industry.
“It's questionable whether they can prove they actually own the land
inin question where the arrests occurred,” Acosta said.

FIGHT: Drink or brawl
continued from pg. 10
“There's a huge migration of people from So Cal where there is an
abundance of attractive women,
Hansen said. “When they come
up here they don't find drunk,
slutty girls and their prospects go
way down.”
“After 1 a.m.—if youcan't fuck,
you fight,”
Hansen

said.

Han-

sen

said

So

Cal

The police response to fights is
mainly reactionary and they often
cannot tell when a fight is going
to occur until after it happens—
leaving them at a disadvantage,
Brown said.
Both Chapman and Brown
suggested speaking with tavern

“Don’t dog your vessel and fight
over girls because they come a
dime a dozen.”

people are
generally
frustrated by the
equality of women at the bars and
takes advantage of the passive behavior expressed by residents that
have been in Arcata for long periods of time.
“Fighting is more acceptable
down there [Southern California]

and they can't assimilate to Humboldt culture,” Hansen said.
Hansen said when the large
number of new faces cease, the
bars will become less violent.

Rashad Green
ethnic studies major

staff or officers
if

uations
escalate,

thereby
avoiding a
fight.

= ‘Rashad

Green,

a

HSU ethnic studies senior, said
people should handle their liquor
and stay out of trouble.
“Ten times out of ten it's not
even worth it,” Green said. “Don't
dog your vessel and fight over
girls because they come a dime a
dozen.”

Rory Williams can be reached at
rbillius@yahoo.com
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Ferndale illuminated
Nation’s largest living Christmas tree ignites holiday spirit
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Lighting up the night, the Ferndale Christmas tree can be seen at a distance.
°
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Staff writer

As the nation’s largest living
Christmas tree was illuminated in
Ferndale Sunday night, the mass
of viewers who gathered underneath the 165-foot Sitka spruce
migrated
down
Main
Street
where a spirited spectator said, “It
wouldn't be the start of Christmas
without this.”
The tree, which is visible from
the old Fernbridge and Highway
101, is webbed with 900 colored
Christmas lights by volunteer
firefighters every year—a tradition that has been maintained

Jacoby's Storehouse
Old Town Eureka
215 F Street
Between 2nd and 3rd

atl

6

Rory Williams

@

hncetahieseaiiieniiinad,

since 1934,

“Its community,’ said Pat
Burke, who moved to Ferndale a
year and a half ago.
“The whole community comes
together—whether it's raining or
freezing, people come together.”
Burke, who planned on attending Sunday night's lighting,

» Enjoy a room of your own
» Pay as little as $345 per
month including utilities
» Get free internet access &
use our computer lab

» Stay close to HSU, the
Plaza and on the bus line

Cut housing
costs |
455 Union Street

822-1909

recalled last year’s lighting and
said there was a 20-minute delay
when a fire call pulled the volunteer fire fighters into duty—interrupting the historic ceremony.

Burke said it turned out to be
a trash fire and regretted that she
and her 95-year-old mother had
to leave the site because of frigid
conditions.
Karen Pingitore, president of
the Ferndale’s Chamber of Commerce, said the tree is a symbol of
human endurance, as older locals
remember floods that took lives
and livestock in the winters of
1955 and 1964.

“I have heard stories of Christmas packages floating in the liv-

ing rooms of [flood victims’]
homes during that time,’ Pingitore said.

Pingitore said the tree would
have been lit during those tumultuous

times

in the little Victo-

rian Village. She added last year

Sarah Lewers

around a thousand people came
to see the tree.
The Booster Band, which
formed after the local school lost
its music program, belted out
“Jingle Bells” as free hot chocolate and cookies were served in a
building adjacent to the tree site
after the lighting ceremony.
“Every year it gets bigger and

bigger,” Joyce Spini, who has lived
in Ferndale for 50 years, said.
Spini plays the saxophone for
the Booster Band and has attended every tree lighting since moving to Ferndale.
Members
from

the

Scout

Troops, Chameleon Singers and
4-H club began dismantling the
stage next to the tree site when
the Booster Band finished their
performance.
It could have been a Norman
Rockwell painting.
Rory Williams can be reached at
rbillius@yahoo.com

Service halts drunken calls
Sarah Lewers
Campus Editor

Who hasn't woken up with a throbbing hangover,
the pain compounded by the memory of that intoxicated phone call to the ex at 3 a.m.?
Thanks to a new service offered by Virgin Mobile, those accidental communications may become
a thing of the past.
The Australian-based cell phone company began
offering a new service Dec. 1, designed to prevent
embarrassing drunken phone calls.
Virgin customers may now dial 333 followed by
the number they wish to avoid calling on a night
they know they will be drunk.
For a 25-cent fee, the cell phone company will

blacklist the number until 6 a.m. the following day.
According to a survey of 409 people by Virgin,
95 percent of people had made drunken phone calls
they later regretted.

The recipients of these calls ranged from exes to

bosses.

Although Virgin Mobile is not available in Hum

boldt County, other companies may be scrambling
to come up with their own version of the service.

Charles Garner, 29, of Fureka, agreed that this
could be a very helpful service, calling it a beautiful idea.
“I don’t think I need it, but you know how it gets

when you're drunk,” Garner said. “One of my friends
could definitely use it. Every time he gets drunk he
gets his ex on the phone, calling her every name in
the book.”
Garner added that he wouldn't mind receiving

fewer drunken phone calls from women.
“I don’t want to go pull some chick’s puking head

out of a toilet,” said Garner. “That's
not cute.”
Sarah Lewers can be contacted at
smi27@humboldt.edu
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Journalist are humbugs
‘Tis the season once again and time for self-induced guilt, blind
consumerism and holiday-provoked mayhem
Not everyone celebrates Christmas, but you wouldn't know it
from the strings of colored lights, plastic snowmen, cheery wreathes
and artificial Santas popping up around town, And the decorated
trees and the jingly music, not to mention the barrage of advertisements encouraging people to max out their credit cards while buying

presents for every single member of their family, including the dog.
Whatever happened to the holidays being a time for roasting
chestnuts and sitting around the fire?’ Nowadays you have to rush
around sending cards and buying gifts, competing against everyone else who’ trying to do the same thing. If you're a student, you're
probably facing finals and traveling to see the relatives once school
gets out. Meanwhile, some parents are swarming the malls and department stores, buying video games, virtual pets, action figures,
Barbie dolls, stocking stuffers and every kind of electronic or plastic

toy imaginable.
Christmas technically started as a religious holiday, but this as-

pect has largely been buried under an orgy of consumerism.
Some kids are drowning in toys, many of which will be played
with a few times before being tossed on the floor and broken or left
to gather dust in the corner.
While these kids are getting their first lesson in wasteful consumerism, other children don't have any toys to play with.
So, if you're still hell-bent on celebrating the holidays, this year,
instead of buying your bratty cousin a Tamagotchi pet or getting little
Timmy the newest version of Grand ‘Theft Auto, try buying a toy for

LETTERS

TO THE

G.W.P.E
S.U.C.K.S.

EDITOR

Luc Cebulski is a bad bad man
Dear Editor:

Your scene editor Luc Cebulski continually baffles me and the rest
of the student body. How could one man be responsible for such an
enormous amount of vulgarity and filth? We are at a loss. Luc is a racist, sexist, fascist pig, and his position at The Lumberjack ought to be
permanantly terminated. It is my deepest and most profound wish that
God in heaven smite him down as he sits typing garbage at his keyboard.
David Maxwell
Wildlife senior

Assistance poles are awesome

In February of 2002, my sorority sister was brutally attacked on the
basisof her status as transgender. It deeply pains me EVERY TIME I

Additionally, this student is no longer a resident of Arcata or a stu

fensive to those who dont understand our show's
intention. They wanted the images representing an

St.

Fortuna

Asian ninja and a Latino cowboy engaged in a “ghet-

Arnold's Cycles, 410 N. Fortuna Blvd. Fortuna
-local Dollar Tree store locations across the county

to brawl” explained, and clarification on what cul
tural stereotypes would be used in the show.
We feel we must publicly explain our intent and
basis of our show so those who were not present
but felt offended by the poster can understand also.
First, concerning the poster, our club didn't have op
portunity to approve the poster before it was print
ed. The design was left up to the artist and the per
son who approved the poster lacked the authority
to do so. Additionally, the characters who are on
the poster and who are in the show are intended to
have no specific race, We understand that ninjas are
traditionally Japanese but the assassin archetype is

‘The Lumberjack Statement of Policy —
Lumberjack

editorials

750 words.

eLetters will not be edited for gram
mar or spelling.
eLetters can be mailed, delivered

or e-mailed (preferred) to The Lum

are

berjack,

of the newspaper's editorial board.

CA 95521

Guest columns, cartoons and opinion articles reflect the opinion of the

edu.

Lumberjack or its staff.
The
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ens. for guest columns or guest

a

Hall
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6, Arcata,

E-mail: thejack @humboldt,
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next
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ne.

be received by 5 p.m.
issue consideration,
columns must include
cityof residence and

in school if a student,
“Letters from the. same author will

should b no more than 350

Semen

Nelson

eLetters
Friday for
Letters and
the writer's

writers, not necessarily those of The

no more than

only be published every 30 days.

found in cultures worldwide. It is an occupation.
‘The show’s ninja is really an empowered female alien
who uses lingerie as weapons. The cowboy character
was never intended to be Latino but a rich oil baron
trom a Texas-like planet.
During the meeting, concerns about promoting
negative stereotypes were raised. We acknowledge

mS
ee

wee

Rw

ee

join me in writing a letter to the
CSU board of trustees and help

end this mandatory redundance.
Lucas Walton
Engineering Junior

depicted on our poster and flyers are considered of-

The

is that $10,000/semester going? If
any of your readers would like to
help end this nonsense, they can

The Humboldt Circus Club responds to MCC

-US. Bank, (donation bin for non-perishable food items)

written based on the majority opimon

pass? Seems pretty pointless, and
raises some questions like: where

At this time, I take my hat off to this blessed institution of higherlearning for finally protecting its students. My hope is that when men

-Umpqua Bank, (donation bin for coats), 1063 G St.

5922.

sibly because the passing score is
different for foreign students.
Is it fair to charge the graduating students $10,260 (513 x $20)
and 1,026 combined hours to
possibly make 9 students retake
the test again and again until they

have to walk by the spot where she was harassed given that it is ON
CAMPUS, BY THE DORMITORIES. As a graduate student here at
HSU, I have seen and heard of a lot of disgusting instances that do not
get reported statistically or handled in the proper manner.

-Wells Fargo, (has a tree with names and ages of children to
donate toys to), 1103 G St.

be directed to the edition at (707) 826

only 9 possibly failed. I say pos-

Education Graduate Student

-Spotlight Video, 627 Seventh St.

eQuestions regarding the editorial conient of The Lumberjack should

ly 513 people who took the test,

emergencies.

Dear Editor:
During a recent rehearsal of Humboldt Circus’
show, Intergalactic Ghetto Brawl, representatives
from multicultural clubs on campus approached us,
bringing our attention to the fact that the characters

G

G.W.P.E. exam, and out of rough-

and women of this school have issues like the above that they're treatedwith the RESPECT
they deserve.
Sarah N. Briskin

-Eureka Motorsport Center, 1601 Broadway
-Redwood Harley Davidson, 21 W. Fourth St.
-Richard Miller Motorcycles, 1725 Tomlinsom Blvd.
-Henderson Center Bicycles, 2811 F St.
Arcata
Arcata Fire Department, 631 Ninth St.

953

take another writing exam? What
is the logic in this? I took a look
at the results of the most recent

Dear Editor:
I must express how pleased I am that HSU has finally put up the
Assistance poles. I assume they will be used when people are having

a mentor of mine has been abused and felt it necessary to leave the university because of administration’s complacency.

-Miller Broadcasting, Sixth and F streets
-NCC Radio Group, South Broadway

wee

,

the English placement test to get
into college, completed Engl. 100
and all the other general ed. Commajor, and now I have to pay $20

‘There are lots of places around the county where you can drop off
a new, unwrapped toy for donation.
Eureka

-Eureka City Hall, 531 K St.

writing proficiency exam.
Now if I am not mistaken, I
have already completed four years
of English in high school, taken

and waste 2 hours of my time to

dent at HSU partly because of instances like this. It hurts to know that

-any Eureka Fire Department station

tion, the G.W.P.E., or graduation

munication classes, not to mention all the papers required in my

a kid who doesn't have many.

-The Jo Ehler State Farm Office, Henderson and E streets

Dear Editor:
As I was planning my semester, I stumbled upon yet another
requirement needed for gradua-

i‘

ot

aah

i

that cultural stereotypes have been reinforced in me
dia and entertainment such as staple characters and
stereotypes used to make a mockery of culture. Free
mockery of society is considered fair play to entertainers. We, as clowns, meant the show to contain
political satire with a slapstick twist, not racial stereotyping insults.
the use of the word “ghetto” was not intended to
devalue any ethic minorities. We apologize for our
bad judgment in using the word without being sen
sitive to its meaning and implications. By campus
standards, we are not a rich club. Webster Dictionary defines ghetto as any situation that resembles a
ghetto especially in conferring interior status or lim
iting opportunities.

The

Circus is a theater minority

and we were merely mocking our own lack of bud
get

We
selves.
never
sorry
those

hope we've explained our intent and our
We want the campus community to know we
meant to offend anyone or any culture. We are
as a club that we didn't foresee this. We thank
who have helped us understand. Humboldt

Circus appreciates the way we were approached and
that the issue was called to our attention.

courage those
give the show
wit, talent and
Sincerely,
Humboldt

We en-

who were insulted byeour poster to
a chance and be entertained by our
public comment.
Circus
é
Oe dele
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North vs South: The war between the state
No, Nor Cal is better!

So Cal is better!
Nicholas Petros
Staff writer
So driving around town I have noticed
bumper stickers that state: don't SO CAL
NOR CAL. I personally feel quite the opposite. I think that Northern California
could use a bit of the Southern California
spice. We already have some of the So Calgirls in their short skirts (when weather
permits) and Barbie doll make up, why not
have some of the night life?
Arcata is a college town that really has
nothing going on in it except the activities here on campus. OK, well let me correct myself. There are few events a nightlife-craving Southern Californian, like
myself, would go to. For those of us who
are 21 there is tavern row. Then for the minors there is the theater, or the 535 club.
I have been to the 535 club and personally don't like being assaulted by 18-yearold girls trying to get a drink out of me. I
think Humboldt needs some more nightlife. Some Southern California nightlife!
We need something big, something that
has a dress code, and doesn't close before 3
or 4 in the morning on the weekends.
My hometown is not a big college town.
I mean we have a junior college but not a
university with students coming from all
around the nation to attend. We have three
decent clubs that have dancing for 21 and
over. There are a few nights a week that it
is open to people under 21. There is also a
handful of smaller venues that local bands
play at. I know we have a few up here, but
let’s face it, they need to be bigger. I don't

like dancing and not being able to move
because 200 people are packed into a room
the size of a small classroom.
I disagree with Arcata’s desire to stay
small. Reality is that we are in a college
community where almost half of the population is students. The University is trying to increase its enrollment. I think it
would help if there was more to do up here.
I know a lot of people that come up here
from Southern California and like it until
they realize that once the sun goes down
everything closes and there is nothing to
do. Most of the ones I know have moved
home and are now living it up at Northridge or Long Beach. I like going to Humboldt, I just wish there was more nightlife
like Southern California.
The old Arcata Theater would be a perfect place for a large venue. I think it would
do well there, as it is so close to campus.
Someone needs to buy the place, gut it,
put in a stage, one or two functional bars
and spruce it up. For something like that
I would be happy to pay $5 if not $10
dollars at the door to walk in and have a
good time, listen to music and dance till
3:30 a.m. Thankfully I graduate this spring
and will move out of Humboldt County
and return to the welcome rush of Southern California that I have missed for four
years. I encourage all those who think the
same to find someone that wants to make
some money to invest in this idea. I think
it would do great!

Nicholas Petros can be reached at
irish-combustion@yahoo.com

Kira Rubenthaler
Editor

I'm sick of students coming up from
Southern California to go to Humboldt
State and complaining that Arcata isn't like
So Cal.
No shit.
Northern California is a world apart
from Southern California, and that’s exactly why some people choose to live here.
Students come up to Humboldt and
whine about the weather, the lack of malls,
the ugly girls, the dearth of nightlife, and
the overall scarcity of development.
To these people I ask: Why the hell did
you come up here?
It's no secret that Arcata is a far cry
from the glitz and glamour of metropolises such as San Diego or Los Angeles. But
it’s also a long way from the smog, traffic
jams, crime and endless miles of godforsaken urban wasteland.
If people are so attached to their nightclubs and strip malls, why do they come up
to Arcata? Does nobody notice that this is
a rural area, which means it’s the country,
not the city?
All it takes is a quick glance at an HSU
brochure to figure out that Arcata isn’t Arcadia. The redwood forest is a dead giveaway.
People complain that there's nothing to
do up here. Yeah, it might be nice if there
were a few more clubs or bars open until
all hours like there are further south. But
here you can go to the beach and actually

have some sand to yourself. You can hike
in the forest for hours without seeing another human. You can drive to the mountains or the river in less than an hour. A
trip across town doesn’t turn into a daylong excursion. You can breathe without
inhaling particles of pollution spewed out
by cars trapped in hour-long standstills on
the highway.
And there's little to no chance that Robert Downy Jr. will break into your house.
Believe it or not, it’s possible to survive
without a dance club down the street or a
five-story mall around the corner. Your
life may even be better without it.
What makes Northern California special is that it’s not the filthsome pit of a city
that so much of So Cal is. There's actually still a little bit of nature here. (No of-

fense to the 20+ percent of HSU students
who hail from So Cal, especially those who
don't bitch about how Humboldt isn’t as
utterly ruined as their homeland.)
And to those who complain about how
the girls in Humboldt aren't slutty enough,
or don't dress provocatively enough, fuck
off. In case you haven't noticed, the weather up here isn’t exactly conducive to mini
skirts, and a lot of females have better
things to do than layer on makeup and
cram their feet into high heels.
If you like the So Cal lifestyle, good
for you. But don't try to force it down the
throats of Northern Californians. If you
don’t like Humboldt, don’t come here.

Kira Rubenthaler can be reached at
krr11@humboldt.edu

Some tricks to avoiding a holiday freak out
Jennifer Sanford
Guest column

Some of you are likely feeling pretty stressed this time
of year. Mid-terms down, finals to go; harried travel plans
for the holidays (or feeling stuck here when you would prefer to be elsewhere); not enough sleep; trying to maintain
your social life in the midst of studying for exams. On top
of that, some of you are probably feeling homesick or isolated, having problems in your relationships, and may be
feeling, well, just generally depressed.
How do you know if you are stressed out or depressed?
Well, some signs of excessive stress include: physical symptoms such as headaches, stomachaches or sleep problems;
moodiness or irritability; social withdrawal or tension/
conflict in your relationships; and negative thought patterns such as, “This is horrible. 1 can’t handle this—I'm

just not capable of it” Similarly, depression can include
problems with sleep, irritability, withdrawal and negapatterns. People struggling with depression
pew
» feelings of sadness, increased crying, changes
often
or eating patterns, problems with concentrain j
tion or memory, and thoughts of escape (including pas-

ights of death or even more active thoughts of suiSoe faced with some of these symptoms, you are

not alone.

Especially around the holiday season, many

people experience stress and/or depression. There can be
this expectation that you are supposed to be joyful and
happy because the holidays are here, the semester is almost
done, you get to go home to see family, etc. Well, what if
you are afraid you are failing your classes, you don’t have
money to travel or you do plan to see your family but you
feel like you are stepping into quicksand the moment you
walk through your family’s front door?
Whatever the reasons for any stress or depression you
might be experiencing... there are some things you can do
about it. First of all, you need to recognize the signs that
you are stressed or depressed and then you can go about
identifying and understanding the sources for this stress or
depression. From there, you can learn to manage controllable sources of stress/depression—it may help to reduce
your load (e.g., can you cut down on hours at work, create
more time for sleep or studying by skipping that midnight
movie?), prioritize your goals (e.g., what do you absolutely
need to get done versus what can be put off?), and set limits (e.g., learn to “Just say NO”).
You can also learn to support yourself and cope with
stress and depression by leading a balanced life—get adequate sleep and exercise, eat regular & healthy meals, take
care of your body by avoiding toxic or unhealthy substances, learn relaxation exercises or meditation, practice good

time management, go out and have fun, socialize, and

practice assertion.

It is also important that you assume a “coping attitude”—catch yourself when you get stuck in negative
thought patterns, critique these thoughts (Are they really
accurate? How are they serving you?), replace these negative thoughts with more functional positive ones (e.g., “If I
take one thing at a time, I'll be able to accomplish this”).
Attempt to solve your problems and act on your solutions. Don't be afraid of making mistakes. Mistakes are
simply an opportunity for learning; taking risks and making mistakes are a normal part of life. Make sure you have
an emotional outlet for your feelings—talk to others about
what is going on for you, create time for yourself to explore your feelings through journaling, art, or simply sitting in thoughtful silence. Recognize when you need assistance in dealing with your stress or depression. ‘There are
times when getting help is the best choice you can make
for yourself.
If what you have already tried isn’t working, come talk
to someone at Counseling and Psychological Services—
were here to help. Services are free to regularly enrolled
students. We'll help you come up with a plan! I wish everyone the best in getting through these final weeks of the
semester! -

Jenniter Sanford is the associate director
of counseling —
and psychological services, HSU
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Whole ‘four-year’ university thing, load of crap
So what is it about HSU that makes it so hard to get a
degree and get out within four years? As it turns out, nothing in particular.
In fact we're about on par with the other CSUs. The average time it takes a student going to a school in the CSU
system to graduate is five years.
Since the ’70s, the average time it takes first-year students to graduate within the CSU system has gradually crept up, from about 4.7 years to 5.7
years. It now takes the average CSU stu-

James Egan
Staff writer
s
Hey freshmen: here’s an exercise to help you understand
your chances of graduating in four years. Pick a number
from one to ten. Got it?
Was it one, two, three, four, five, six, seven, nine or 10?
If so, you lose! That an extra year of school for you.
Your chances of winning the number game were roughly the same as your chances of graduating in four years.
According to the data on the school’s graduation and
dropout rates, which the school makes available in accordance with the federal Student Right to Know law, only
12.1 percent of students who enrolled in 2000 graduated
by the spring of 2004. This means that out of the 2,345 students who came to HSU as freshmen in 2000, only 283 ac-

tually graduated in four years. It’s also worth noting that
1,351 of them had left the school before even spending
four years here.
Believe it or not, this was actually an improvement over
the class of 1999, which saw only 11.7 percent of its fresh-

Since

dent a year longer to graduate then it did

to 12 semesters worth

the ‘70S, the average

time it takes first-year

in 1975.

The title of “four-year university” is
a sham, a ruse, a trap. They're labeled
this way to trick students into paying 10

students to graduate
within the CSU

of tuition when

start calling its schools five-year universities, or we need to
cut some GE requirements, thus streamlining the educa-

tion process and allowing more students to graduate without being bogged down by extraneous GE.
Yeah I know, cutting GE would cheapen the value of a
degree.

men graduate within four years.

may

system has

gradually crept up, from
about 4.7 years to 5.7 years.

they assume they'll be paying for eight.
The administrators, both on a HSU and
CSU-wide scale, have no problem with students sticking
around for an extra two or three years, it’s a win-win situation from a financial perspective. They're not the ones who
have to put up with longer lines, bloated class sizes and tuition fee hikes.
Here’s what needs to be done: Either the CSU needs to

That

tion system just lost a gigantic portion of its funding, it’s
inevitable that the value of a degree will be affected in some
way.
Schools have been shedding non-tenured professors
and maintenance workers and doing away with programs
that are determined to be expendable to protect the salaries of higher-ups. Why not protect students’ rights to an
affordable college education that takes less than half a decade to complete by cutting some of

be so, but let’s be serious, California’s educa

the GE requirements?

Human Integration would be a
great place to start.
As enlightening as classes on stress
management, life choices and feminist perspective on self discovery may
be, they’re bonuses as far as academ-

ic growth is concerned. It’s silly to
make a graduation requirement out of

something that you're supposed to learn through life experience.

It’s not that I don’t believe that college is a time for personal and spiritual enrichment—believe me, I’m all for
that crap—it’s just that I after I put in my four years, I want
to get the hell out of here.

Taking out another $1,500+ loan to pay for an extra semester of touchy-feely GE isn’t high on my list of things to
do. Hopefully I'll be one of the lucky ones and graduate after my first senior year.
James Egan can be reached at
jte2@humboldt.edu

No cause too small for the MCC these days
negative connotations, stereotypes and potentially encour

one wouldn't have noticed a puffof smoke as some

age violence. It was suggested to The Humboldt Circus
Club that it might want to explain its intentions in distrib
uting such a poster. Apparently these Asian martial artist

clad figure disappeared silently on a wire or heard the six
shooters a’blazing during a wild night at the saloon.
Not to say that all Ninjas are sneaky or that all Banditos

and

are prone to gun violence and/or alcohol abuse. Reintorc-

Latino cowboy

characters do a disservice to their re-

spective minority groups.
It should be noted that the MCC and it’s members have
brought many an important issue to the table in the past.

Take the protest of the reggae artist who spouts blatant-

Luc Cebulski

ly homophobic lyrics for example. A performance of that
nature is obviously detrimental to an environment that
stresses tolerance and two past members of the MCC fa-

cilitated the dialogue that resolved the issue.
But even the most well-meaning causes can get over-

beneficial program on campus and in the community for
years. The program has sponsored a large variety of events
promoting Asian, Black and Latino cultures, among others. It strives to educate the campus and surrounding communities about a broad range of minority issues. In short,
the Multicultural Center has championed heterogeneity,
equal representation and cultural identity at Humboldt
State University. This being said and all things considered,
the MCC jumped the gun when they confronted a local
group of juggling clowns.
In recent weeks another campus group, The Humboldt Circus Club, has been promoting an upcoming performance entitled “Intergalactic Ghetto Brawl” The main
component of this promotion is a poster featuring caricatures of a presumably Asian martial artist and a Latino
cowboy.
Last Tuesday, during a rehearsal of the “Intergalactic Ghetto Brawl” The Humboldt Circus Club performers were confronted by a number of MCC representatives.
These representatives voiced their concern that the poster
being distributed by the circus performers might convey

zealous and plunge asshole over elbows off the deep end.

We wouldn’t want Ninja and
Bandito communities in other
counties or states to think that
we are intolerant here on the
North Coast.
In their crusade against injustice, the MCC has taken it
upon itself to come to the defense of Ninjas and Banditos.
I've never claimed to be an authority on the demographics of Humboldt County, racially, ethically or otherwise, but to my knowledge there are no Ninjas or Banditos
on campus or in the surrounding area that might have had
a beef with the poster.
Granted, both groups are notorious for keeping a low
profile. Covertness and subtlety are qualities ingrained in
Ninjas from their very first day at Ninja school, and Banditos, by definition, have an aversion to the media as it
may attract the Marshall. Regardless, if these two minority
groups are present in the area it's hard to believe that some-

black-

ing such negative stereotypes would be wrong. After all,
Ninjas and Banditos have enough to deal with without being pigeonholed like that.
But even if there are no Ninjas or Banditos in Humboldt County, it’s still no excuse to misrepresent them. We
wouldn't want Ninja and Bandito communities in other
counties or states to think that we are intolerant here on
the North Coast.

The MCC's intentions are good. The program is there to
represent the underrepresented and it is a noble and valuable service that they provide. But shouldn't it focus on
groups more in need of its services?
Of all the underrepresented minority groups (Turkish
Pirates aside), Ninjas and Banditos are probably the most
capable of fending for themselves.
If a Ninja were to be offended by The Humboldt Circus'’s
publicity poster, I would expect to hear of several clowns
being mysteriously dispatched in their beds by a blow
dart in the neck. And if the Banditos were put out, clowns
would be shot dead on every Main Street in the county...
probably at high noon.
Someone much wiser than myself once said that you
have to pick your battles. If the MCC wishes to maintain
its good reputation it would do well to heed that little bit
of advice.
The next time a Pizza Parlor puts a mustachioed man
flipping a pie in its advertisement or a “Save the Ocean”
billboard features a mermaid, just let it go. The merfolk
will do fine without you.

Luc Cebulski
can be reached at =
locebulski@hotmail.com
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HIV can be spread through
$168
sweat or tears. Waa what!
That’s the sort of “information” being presented
in federally-funded teaching materials backed by the
Republican Congress, an analysis released last week
by Rep. Henry Waxman, D-Los Angeles, said. His
findings show that 11 of the 13 most widely used
programs contain such misinformation as described
above. And are we surprised?
This is the whole weapons of mass destruction
fabrication in Iraq all over again—there are no legitimate facts to back the claim. Just because Saddam
Huissen might have had the equipment to make nuclear weapons, doesn’t mean he made them. And
just because kids have the equipment to make babies
doesn’t mean they'll make them. We can smell the

toa

meager

million.

blindfolded
tersection.

It's just asking for

disastrous results.

Though ignorance may
be the easiest way to deal with the real world, it is far
more destructive than the truth.
Besides, the “just-say-no” approach didn’t exactly
work back in the drug-crazed ‘80s. Just as telling a
kid not to touch the cookies in the cookie jar doesn't
work, telling kids not to try drugs or have sex makes
it that more mysterious. And worth trying.
But damn it, we must fight the deadly battle
against sex, pleasure and fornication. The downright dirty nature of sex is deplorable. And it must
be stopped dead in its tracks. We must save the children.

Karen Wilkinson
can be reached at
klw23@hotmail.com
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mounting piles of crap.
And the dollars to keep the “just-say-no” ideology in our public schools are flowing.
Since 1999, Congress has set aside grant money
for religious, civic and medical groups. The catch
being that by law, they are not allowed to discuss any benefits of birth control or condoms in
preventing the spread of STDs. Bush proposed
to spend $270 million next year on abstinence programs, but had his dreams slightly squashed when
_ Congress reduced the amount to a meager $168 milKaren Wilkinson
lion.
Staff writer
It's going to take more than $168 million to keep
Abstinence is the only way to prevent the spread
kids from having sex. It’s going to take a big, scary,
of STDs, HIV, AIDS and pregnancy. It’s also the most
red herpes monster to be transmitted into the dreams
boring way.
of every horny teenager in America.
Not surprisingly, our oh-so-honest and credible
Though U.S. teenage-pregnancy rates are the lowpresident and Congress have taken it upon themest they've been since 1991, this fact can be linked to
selves to determine what children in our public
better access to birth control and contraceptives, not
schools are taught about sex. Or in the case of abstibecause they aren't having as much sex.
nence-only programs, what they aren't taught.
Telling kids to hold out
Its recently been found
until marriage is not only
Bush proposed to spend $270
out that a hand job could
pushing one’s own set of
cause pregnancy, abortion
million next year on abstinence
morals and values, but can
leads to sterility and suicide,
programs, but had his dreams
be likened to sending them
and half the gay male teenaginto a busy in-
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HSU child development
and psychology
sophomore Sherona
Edwards dribbies past
Northern California
defenders during the
BSU’s Holiday Classic
fundraiser game on
Sunday. Northern
California won for the
sixth consecutive time.

: Wiese

|
Tara Apperson

ast Gym

Holiday Classic takes over

Black Student Union raises money and canned food for Black History Month
Sports Editor

Music, dancing and basketball
rocked HSU on Sunday night, as
students filled the gym to raise
money for Black History Month.
In the 10th annual Holiday
Classic “slam and jam,” sponsored
by the Black Student Union, current HSU and College of the Red-
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The dominating North team saw victory again
for the sixth consecutive year,
manhandling the South 72-57.
Admissions Counselor and
South Coach Keion Morgan, who

has participated in the Classic

since his days as an HSU student

beginning in 1996, said his team's

players
tied

the

game 6-6
with 7:55 left in the first quarter
and they pulled ahead to close out
the quarter 25-21. Padding their
lead even more, the North finished the half with a 37-30 lead,
which would only grow toward
the end of the game.
Halftime entertainment was

provided courtesy of Eureka High
School's step team and dance
squad, Diversity. The dance squad,
consisting of three EHS students,
honed their skills for the first time
Sunday, as they had waited three
years to perform.
Child development and psychology sophomore Sherona Edwards, from the South, said, “We
just need to play more defense
and get our minds in the game.”
Edwards said she enjoyed playing in the game, and it was nice
not to be discriminated against
being the only girl on her team.
The North's only female, Liz Richards, won MVP of the Classic.
“I love the North vs. South
game because the game provides
a program where HSU & CR students can participate in a game
that is fun, full of surprises and
features good
entertainment,’
Morgan said.
He added that the game is not
only a great opportunity for students to have fun, but is important to maintaining the vitality of

see the Classic as a great social

the campus.
“I love to have the opportunity
to work with the students. ..I look
towards them as the leaders of

event as well.
“It's an activity where the students can have a lot of fun. They

this community,” he said. “I need
my student leaders from BSU,
MEChA, Gamma and APASA to
continue to lead by example and
show that there is some life here at
Humboldt. I will continue to motivate students to create programs
that will help

love basketball, the music, everything,” he said.
Proceeds from admission will
benefit Black History Month in
February and its subsequent activities, while canned food, which
attendees could donate for a discounted
ad-

with
__retention of students of color and ensure
to incoming
students that
‘there
are

“We

just

need

to

play

more defense and get our
minds in the game.”
Sherona Edwards

mission

price,

will be distributed to needy
organiza-

tions throughout Humboldt

County.

child development/psychology sophomore

a secret at all.

The : South
seeks revenge on the North on
Sunday, Feb. 20, as the teams
match up for the second installment of the Classic series, “The
Sequel Without Equal.” Tipoff is
set for 6:30 p.m. in the East Gym.

“The North puts in more baskets than the South,” he said.

Katie Denbo
can be reached at —

things to do
and go to at Humboldt.”
Student

Academic

Services

Outreach Program Director R.W.
Hicks said the secret to the North's

consistent victories was not really

-Hicks added that.the students . -

ce

loss was due to being out-rebounded by the North, as well as
numerous turnovers that plagued
the South throughout the game.
“We committed too many
turnovers and did not capitalize
on their turnovers,” Morgan said.
“Plus we did not box-out. We simply were out-played.”
The South got off to an early

Katie Denbo
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Lady ‘Jacks experience shaky conference start
Women’s basketball frustrated on the road as they drop first GNAC games of the season
Women's
another two
end, barely
against Saint
and battling
against

basketball dropped
games last weekputting up a fight
Martin's on Saturday
constant turnovers

Northwest

Nazarene

Thursday.
The Saint Martin’s Saints gave the
"Jacks a holy beat-

ing,

winning

74-

47 and eliminating
the

‘Jacks

on

The Saints took a lopsided 4119 lead into the break, leaving the
Jacks frustrated and disappointed.
“We had a complete breakdown in execution and effort in
the first half; "Jacks Head Coach

points, connecting on only four of
her 14 shots.
In the earlier game, the Jacks
had trouble overcoming 31 turnovers, but put up a valiant effort,

“We had a complete breakdown in execution and effort in the first half.”

offense

strong 41 percent
from the field while

Katie Denbo

points while Johnson dropped 11

scoring

Joddie Gleason

in their game. The
Saints completed a

HSU senior guard Denisha McCoy (with ball) looks
to pass to her teammate, sophomore forward Haley
Andrews (32), as UC San Diego defender Leora Juster
(24) tries to stop her during the ‘Jacks’ game on Nov. 28.
The ‘Jacks’ were not victorious in the match up, losing to
UCSD 70-63 in Arcata.

four of her eight shots, scoring 10

HSU women’s head basketball coach

the Jacks

fumbled with only 28 percent.
Saint's guard Beth Layton
completed a game-high 33 points,
connecting on 11 of her 19 shots.
She finished the game with eight
three-pointers.
The game started with a basket from Humboldt senior center Nicole Lynch who received an
assist from senior guard Denisha
McCoy. But after that encouraging opening, the Jacks were never
able to get the lead back.

Joddie Gleason said.
“They
triple-teamed
Nic
[Lynch], took everything in the
paint away and we didn't take
good outside shots.”
When the "Jacks came back
from the half, they failed to gain
any momentum. At one point the
Saints had a 31-point lead over
the Jacks.
The ‘Jacks

standouts,

junior

guards Ashley Johnson and Laura Berreth combined to score 21
points. Berreth connected on

the

60

points

Northwest

to

Naza-

rene Crusaders’ 74.

Lynch led the Jacks

with 14 points, completing seven of her 13
shots,

while

Johnson

and junior guard Kelly

Fay came away with 13
points each.
“We are a team that never gives
up and always plays hard,” Gleason said. “We are trying to play
hard and smart.”
The "Jacks will see home ac-

HSU s

tion this weekend, as they host
the North Coast Inn Classic on
Friday and Saturday. The women
will play Southern Oregon Dec.
10 at 8 p.m., and Chico State Dec.
11 at 6 p.m. All games will be held
in the East Gym.

All-Sta

Compiled by Joseph Freeman
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Don’t miss out on your
last chance to win some great
prizes from the NFL!!!

Sportscards is located in
Batboy
the McKinleyville Shopping Center

=

across from Jabberwo

a

Ray Aspuria

HSU senior forward Aaron Hungerford looks to sink a three-pointer against the Northwest
All-Stars during an exhibition game on Nov. 6 in Arcata. The ‘Jacks won 99-90.

Come in today!!!

Men split games in Alaska

1547 “A" Pickett Road
McKinleyville 839-4669

‘lacks break even in GNAC games with a 1-1 record
Men's basketball split two
games over the weekend, beating Alaska Anchorage but falling
to Alaska Fairbanks for the first
games of league play.
“We were real happy with our
split” Head Coach Tom Wood
said.

He said the team didn't play
as well as they could have on the
road, and rebounding was poor,
but overall he was pleased with
the ‘Jacks’ performance.
Wood said the team is very
young and inexperienced, with
seven freshmen, three sophomores and two seniors. The ‘Jacks
lost seven players from last year’s

Thursday’s,

86-70

when

to the Alaska

need to refine some

the first half.

vancing the score to 14-13. The.
rerees

The ‘Jacks pulled

their lead up to five before the Nanooks retaliated and took the lead
for the rest of the game.
‘The "Jacks were down by 14 at

Jacks scored 16 points to Anchorage’s six, narrowing the Seawolves

halftime, and they could only narrow the gap to nine in the second

lead to just two, at 48-46.

Tom Wood
men’s head basketball coach

Baskets from Scheufelt and
sophomore forward Devin Peal
brought the "Jacks to a 57-55 lead
with 1:34 left in the game.
Scheufelt led the Jacks with 14
points, all of which he scored in
the second half. Peal finished with
13 points, and senior guard Jordan Feramisco totaled 10 points,
including two clutch free throws
near the end of the game.
The ‘Jacks’ leading scorer,
sophomore forward Kevin John-

Fairbanks

A pair of free throws by Feramisco gave Humboldt its first lead
with just over 16 minutes left in

ers during a Humboldt run, as the

HSU

fell

sion II teams.

we play fast and furious we’re going to be an
€XCiting team to watch.”

of their skills.
“I think we're going to be a team that
when we play fast
and furious we're going to be an
exciting team to watch,” Wood
said.
On Saturday Humboldt edged
out a 62-57 win over the Anchorage Seawolves, after trailing by six
at the half.
Poor shooting and selection
of shots marked the first half, and
nine minutes into the game Anchorage was leading 13-10.
The ’Jacks finally took the lead
with 10:32 left in the first half, ad-

‘Jacks

—

ranked No. 2 for the NCAA Divi-

Wood said this “J think we’re going to be a team that when

better, and they just

the

Ter

Nanooks, who entered the season

champion team.

year's Jacks will get

Promotion runs
Nov 1 - Dec 15

he pulled in team highs with 11
rebounds and four assists.
This game went better than

Seawolves responded with two
inside baskets and a three-pointer
by Adam Fitt-Chappell to again
take the lead, 20-14.
Humboldt sophomore guard
Jeremiah Ward hit a three-pointer before the half, closing HSU’s
deficit to 29-23.
Anchorage looked to pull away
at the start of the second half, taking a 42-32 lead, but the ‘Jacks
bounced back after a timeout.
Redshirt freshman guard Will
Scheufelt sunk two three-point-

ea

but ae
thre¢ we points,
son,HOGGoply earned
ES OF SFP
wera

half before finishing 16 points be-

hind.
Freshman

guard

Grayson

Moyer,

Feramis-

co, Peal and Johnson led the team in
scoring, each sink-

ing 12 points.
The

’Jacks’

record

is now

4-

2 overall and 1-1 in league play.
They play Holy Names College in
the East Gym on Saturday, setting
off a string of non-league games
before returning to league play
against Western Oregon on Jan. 8
in Arcata. Action starts at 8 p.m.
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Career Corner
1. Start applying now.
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THE MEN

Deadlines are creeping up.

2. Search MonsterTRAK for local and national opportunities.
3. Visit the Career Center over winter break. Open everyday
(except Dec. 24-31) from 9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
4. Conduct your own Google search on companies or
organizations that interest you. Sometimes
internships are not advertised,

Monstertrak can be found on the

Career Center website at::

_|

www.humboldt.edu/~career

826-3341
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8 P.M.
HOLY NAMES
LAWRENCE R. DEBENI CLASSIC

Dec. 18

Sonoma State vs. Alaska Fairbanks

5 p.m.

CSU STANISLAUS

7 RM.

CSU Stanislaus vs. Alaska Fairbanks 5 p.m

SONOMA STATE

7PM.

Dec. 30

BYU HAWAII

7 PM.

Jan. 3

NOTRE DAME DE NAMUR

7PM.

Jan. 8

*WESTERN OREGON

8 P.M.

13
15
20
22
27
29
5
10

*NORTHWEST NAZARENE
*SEATTLE UNIVERSITY
*Saint Martin's @ Lacey, Wash.
“Central Washington @ Wash.
“WESTERN WASHINGTON
*SEATTLE PACIFIC
*Western Oregon @ OR
*Seattle University @ Wash.

7 P.M.
7PM.
7 p.m.
7pm
7PM. 7PM. ©
7 p.m.
7 p.m

Feb. 12

“Northwest Nazarene @ Idaho

7:30 p.m

Feb. 17
Feb, 19

*CENTRAL WASHINGTON
*SAINT MARTIN’S

7PM.
7PM.

Feb. 24

*Seattle Pacific @ Seattle, Wash.

Feb. 26
March 3
March 5

“Western Washington @ Wash.
7 p.m.
*ALASKA ANCHORAGE
—~<$PM.
*ALASKA FAIRBANKS
6PM,

Jan.
Jan.
~ Jan.
Jan.
Jan.
> Jan.
Feb.
Feb.

know?

e Arcata has had fluoridated water for almost 50 years.
© Fluoride occurs naturally in ground water and when adjusted to
optimum concentration it significantly reduces tooth decay.
¢ Dental decay is one of the most common diseases of childhood.
Every $1 spent on community water fluoridation saves $80 in
treatment costs.
¢ There is no evidence that community water fluoridation causes
illness.
e The Centers for Disease Control hailed community water
fluoridation as one of the most important public health measures

Dec. 11
Dec. 18-19

:

and professional inquiry
could open doors.
_|

GAME

Dec. 19

but a sincere

TIME

DATE

|

7:30p.m_—

March 11-13 @NCAA West Region Tournament

HOME GAMES ALL CAPS IN BOLD

*Great Northwest Athletic Conference game

THE WOMEN
DATE
Dec. 10-11
Dec. 10
Dec. 11

GAME

TIME

| NORTH COAST INN CLASSIC
Chico State vs. Mont. State Billings 6 p.m.
HSU VS. SOUTHERN OREGON 8PM.
So.
OR vs. Montana
State Billings 3:30 p.m.

|
| -Dec.17

HSU VS. CHICO STATE
- 6PM.
—- Montana State Billings @ Mont. 6pm. —

_ Dec.28

Sonoma State @

Dec.18

Montana
State Billings @ Mont.
Rohn

at

eae

Feb.19

“Alaska Fairbanks @ Alaska

Feb. 26
“WESTERN OREGON
_March3—-*SAINT MARTIN’S
MarchS © *NORTHWESTNAZARENE
igh

i

= 2pm.

7PM.
6PM. .
6PM.

Z,

}
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Who do you want
to find under your
Christmas tree
wearing just a bow?
Mitch Barnett

Custodian

“Playboy

bunnies, whole
years of them.”

Marlissa Lopez
Senior
Spanish
Ray Aspuria

Director Kenneth Ayoob conducts the HSU Symphonic Band on Dec. 3. The band played four pieces
based on the theme “Music of Time and Place” to a full house.

“George
Clooney, cause
he’s hot.”

Travel through time with music
Shyama Kuver
Staff writer

Carl
Shoemaker
Graduate
Psychology
“Drew
Barrymore,
she’s super
beautiful.”

Nicole Alvarado
Junior
Communication

“David Spade,
he’s gota

geeky, sexy
coolness.”

The theme of the Humboldt State
Symphonic Band's last concert of the semester was “Music of Time and Place.”
The band performed works that represented memories of times and places on
Friday night in Fulkerson Hall.
Starting from the city of Pompeii, the
day of the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius, with
the music of Frank Ticheli in his work,
Vesuvius,” to a snowy night in a Russian
town in Alfred Reed’s “Russian Christmas Music,” the evening was full of a
sundry array of musical treats.
From the symphony to the big top
and back, the concert had everyone captivated.
The music wasn't the only thing that
was diverse. The audience was comprised of young and old. Everyone from
those with white hair to those with pink,
was in attendance.
“This music is for everyone, even
though many think that it’s just for

geeks, or just for the old folks,” said amethyst-haired sophomore, Gregory Llyn.
“It’s here for everyone to enjoy.”
Conductor and Music Department
Chair Ken Ayoob greeted the audience
kindheartedly.
“We know it's cold out there so we
hope to warm up the atmosphere with
some music,” Ayoob said.

“The music you will hear tonight is

based on our theme. We're sure that
they will bring back different memories
for everybody,’ said Ayoob.
Looking around Fulkerson Hall, it
was apparent that everyone did have different reflections for each piece.
Some shed a tear or two during “Russian Christmas Music,” some couldn't
keep from smiling as the band gusted
through Karl King’s “Circus Days.”
Ayoob joked before King’s fast-paced
piece by saying, “[King] use to tell his
musicians, ‘one beat to a page, so we'll
see how this goes.”
“Vesuvius” brought back the thundering pulse of the last day of Pompeii
in the year 79 A.D.
Complete with explosive and dynamic rh
s, the music made listeners want to jump out of their seats and
dance in a fervid and fiery manner.
There are few musicians around who
can carry this kind of uninhibited, highflying and intensely rhythmic music, but
Ayoob and the Symphonic Band proved
that they were capable of executing it.
Henry Fillmore's “The Circus Bee”
was exactly what you would expect to
hear in a small town as the circus rides
in. Its fast pace and clunky rhythms
brought back a childlike twinkle to one's
eyes and a cheerful smile to the heart.
Aaron Copland’s “The Red Pony

Suite” was derived into a four-movement suite from the Academy Awardwinning score for the 1949 film of John

Steinbec! » tale.
The band sustained the richness of
Copland s \estern feel, bringing to mind
the gentleness of life in ’30’s and "40s
California and the power it possessed.
Ayoob allowed the audience to see
the closeness he has with his musicians
when he ‘ook time out to congratulate three of the students who would be
graduating and leaving the band. He
thanked ‘!\em and gave them a round of
applause.
The last song of the evening was
“Russian
Christmas Music,” which
moved smoothly with a warm softness.
The slow and steadiness of the flutes and
cello added a final touch, warming up
the atmosphere.

The English horn solo glided beautifully through the hall, landing on attentive ears. Complete with the sound of
church bells, the music brought to mind
the quiet before a snow storm, which
erupted with the sounds of trumpets.
Before the evening was over the band
gave the audience a holiday surprise by
playing a medley of foot tapping and
adrenaline pumping Christmas songs.
From beginning to end, everyone's
eyes were fixated on the musicians. They
were precise and refined while Ayoob
conducted with great excitement for

both his love of music and his students.
Shyama Kuver can be reached at —
srk11@humboidt.edu
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What are you doing this holiday?
Some

events for you to check out before you leave for break
Dec. 11

Portrait of Christmas with Falderal

Redwood Village Open House

Big Trucks with Bright Lights

The Falderal Musical Theater Company presents “Portrait of Christmas,” a theatrical review of holiday music
running through Sunday, Dec. 19. Shows will be held at the
Redwood Curtain Theater Thursdays through Sundays,
with tickets for preferred seating $17 and $12 general seating, and a $2 discount for Thursday evenings and Sunday

The Redwood Village Shopping Center of Fortuna invites the entire family out for a free night of holiday cheer.
Entertainment will include fire truck rides, a live nativity
scene, carolers, refreshments and giveaways. For more information, contact the Redwood Village shopping center

The Trucker’s Parade of Lights, featuring local truckers
parading their brightly lit and festively decorated trucks,
is a North-Coast tradition. The parade will travel through
Eureka, beginning and ending at Redwood Acres Fairgrounds, located at 3750 Harris Dr. The parade will start at

at 725-3265.

6 p.m. For more information call 442-5744,

matinees. Evening performances begin at 7:30 p.m.

Sun-

day matinees start at 2 pm. The theater is on the north side
of the Eureka Mall. Falderal requests that children under 5
not attend these performances. For more information call
822-7010 ext. 315 or visit www.falderal.org.

Matinee Holiday Theater
The Bertha Russ Lytel Foundation will be sponsoring
a special matinee holiday theater for children from Dec.
7-9 and Dec. 14-16. This special holiday production will
play Tuesdays and Thursdays at 10 a.m. and Saturday at 2
p-m. For more information, contact the Ferndale Repertory Theater at 786-5483.

Give back to the community
From now until Dec. 24
ping fundraiser will be in full
for environmental education
two-hour shifts are available
er. For more information, or

the Bay to Dunes gift-wrapswing, helping to raise funds
by wrapping presents. Many
for even the laziest do-goodto sign up, contact Friends of

the Dunes at 444-1397.

BIG

Dec. 10
Electric Lighted Parade
The city of Fortuna will host the Electric Lighted Parade
beginning at 6:30 p.m. The parade begins at the Redwood
Village shopping center and travels up Fortuna Boulevard
to downtown Fortuna. Parade entries will be displayed in
the streets from 9th to 12th streets. Admission is free. For
more information call the Fortuna Chamber of Commerce
at 725-3959.

Audubon Bird Count Refresher
The Audubon Society will hold a potluck
slide show for its bird-count volunteers (See
potluck will start at 6:30 p.m., and the show
7:30 p.m. The event is free. Bring a dish to

will be provided. The event will take place at Myrtle and
West avenues in Eureka. For more information call 442
5444 or e-mail soconnel@northcoast.com.

M

EXRL

AND THE CRYING SHAME
3

dinner and a
pg. 34). The
will begin at
share, drinks

5th Annual Holiday Crafts Market
Arcata will host the fifth annual holiday crafts market
at the Arcata Community Center, featuring great holiday
music, food and unique holiday shopping opportunities.

Local art will be on display. Candles, ceramics, ornaments,
wood crafts and Santa Claus will be in attendance. The
market will run Saturday Dec. 11, from 10 a.m. to 6 p.m.
and Sunday., Dec. 12, from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. The center
is located at 321 Community parkway, and proceeds from
the $1 admission fee will benefit the Youth Development
Scholarship Fund. For more information, call 822-7091 or
visit www.arcataparksandrec.com.

Romantic Redwood Stroll
The

North

Coast

Redwood

Interpretive

Association

will sponsor a free candlelight walk through the redwoods
at Prairie
Creek Redwoods State Park in Orick. Partici
pants should arrive at 6 p.m. at the Elk Prairie Visitor Cen
ter for preliminary fes tivities followed by a half-mile walk

See HOLIDAY, next page
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HOLIDAY: What to do?

year. The Redwood Region Audubon Society invites all
Humboldt county residents to participate in the count.
Those not interested in being on a counting team may still
participate by signing on as a “feeder watcher” and tracking birds that visit their yards each day. The count will take
place throughout the Arcata region, including McKinleyville, Bayside, Samoa, Manila and Eureka. Interested
persons may contact the Redwood Region Audubon Soci-

continued from previous page

to the campfire amphitheater. Rain will not cancel event,
festivities will be held inside the Visitor Center if weather
is inclement. For more information, call 464-6101 ex5300
or email ncria@carrollsweb.com.

Decorate for the Holiday Season!

ety at 839-0900 or visit www.rras.org.

Learn how easy it is to create colorful accents to cele-

Church of Loving Hands Celebration

brate the holiday season. Come to this holiday workshop
with Yvonne and learn to make festive Christmas Color Bowls at Miller Farms, located at 1828 Central Ave.,
McKinleyville. Call 839-1571 to sign up.

Fortuna Christmas Music Festival

The Pan American Indian Association Thunderbird
Clan of the Redwood River hosts a holiday celebration at
the Church of Loving Hands in Fortuna. The celebration is
based on Sacred Tree Teachings and merrymakers are invited to join in the Wishstick Fire Ceremony and enjoy sing-

Dec. 12

ing, dancing and a potluck dinner. Bring a dish to share and
a towel, please R.S.V.P. in advance. The Church of Loving
Hands is located at 639 11th St., Fortuna. For more information, call 725-9627 or contact skyhawk@noarthcoast.
com. Donations accepted.

Choirs, ensembles, and bands from local high schools,
colleges and surrounding towns will join together to present a festive holiday music celebration. The festival will begin at 12:30 p.m. and continue until 6 p.m. at 1800 Riverwalk Dr. in Fortuna. Admission is free and refreshments
will be served. For more information call 725-3760 or visit
www.sunnyfortuna.com.

Jessie-Kene Hawk with her daughter Maya Berz
watching the tree lighting in Ferndale.

Ferndale Community Choir Presents 35th

Annual Christmas Concert

Ferndale’s Community Choir will perform joyous mu-

ee

Where else but Humboldt County would the residents
think to decorate farm equipment and parade it down the

Fortuna plays host to the redwood coast with it’s free
downtown open house celebration. The whole family is invited to come out and enjoy an evening with Santa and
Mrs. Claus, music and refreshments. ‘The open house will
run from 5 p.m. to 8 p.m. in downtown Fortuna. For more
information call (707) 725-3959.

Gregorian Chant to Contemporary Gospel in it’s 35th annual Christmas concert. Betty Diehl will direct the combi
nation of 60 voices and instruments to celebrate the holire
» day season on Sunday, December 12, at 3 p.m. at the River
ae
Ps.

Lighted Tractor Parade

Downtown Open House

sic in a multitude of styles and languages ranging from

4

Dec. 19

Sarah Lewers

located at 1800 Riverwalk Dr. in Fortuna. Admis-

' sion is free, but donations are welcome. For more informa
-oe tion, call 786-9756 or e-mail b.diehl@cox.net.

Dec. 18

Audubon Christmas Bird Count

The Christmas Bird Counts are a huge citizen science
Be phe

street? Ferndale will once again host its lively Lighted Tractor Parade on Main Street in Ferndale. Local farmers and
ranchers decorate their tractors and tractor-drawn wagons
to depict fanciful holiday scenes to celebrate the season
Bring the family out to the historic Victorian Village to experience this unique country Christmas bash. For more
information, call 786-9675.

Compiled by Sarah Lewers

event with more than 50,000 observers volunteering each

oy
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Sonia R. Bautista, DMD Inc.
Arcata Dental Office

business

Cosmetic Bonding
Wisdom Teeth

Digital Recording & Editing

839-5090

Root Canal Treatment
Ultrasonic Cleaning

email: saree
com
website at humboidtmusic.com
LOCALLY OWNED AND OPERATED
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Aliens
invade
Eureka
The Shape
Shifters make
first showing
in Humboldt
County at
Rumours
Lounge

courtesy of www.theshapeshifters.net
at The Shape Shifters show.

Ladies free before 9:45 p.m.
Special tto The > Lumberjack _ at

The alien mothership will be
landing at Rumours Lounge in
Eureka on Saturday to deliver
us from evil. ‘The occupants inside the craft will be none other
than the eight-man Shape Shifters crew.
Also on the bill for this Fe-

male Fun Records fantastic voyage is Pigeon John (of L.A. Sym

phony), Tommy V., Optimystic
Populists and Caveman.
This will be the Humboldt
County debut of The Shape Shifters.

Their

lineup

consists

of

members Awol One, Circus, Radioinactive, Life Rexall, Existereo, Akuma,

said, “We all work hard individually and when we get together it
turns out well” The eight-man
crew is tight on the road.
“Usually only four of us tour at
a time but we're all together and it
feels good,” said Awol.

new album “Was Here,” released
through Cornerstone records, a

Antonio Muniz

Die and DJ L.A. Jae.

Each member of the group offers
up their own take on hip hop.
The Shape Shifters are on the

subsidiary of Skunk records.

To

date, this album might be one of
the most complete, complex and
self-reflective releases by the Los
Angeles-based crew. In this day
and age when the majority of
music falls by the homogenized
mainstream

wayside,

the

Actual human

shape shifting

will take place right before your

Shape

eyes. You don't want to miss it so

Shifters slang straight-up tracks
that would make chicken little
swear that the sky was falling.
Awol One spoke in a phone interview from the road about the
recording process and the creative
energy that flows throughout the
eight-man roster. ‘The new album
was recorded in several different
locations.

pick up your tickets now. People
will be coming out of the woodwork for this show, so expect the
unexpected.
‘The price of admission to this
intergalatic melee is only $5 in advance and $10 at the door. Ladies,
admission is free before 9:45 p.m.

Tickets can be picked up at The
Metro, ‘Ihe Works, People’s Records, and The Hip Stop.

“It gave every track a differ

ent vibe based on the place,” Awol
said.

Antonio Muniz can be reached
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# Dalianes Customized Group Tours
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% Discounted International Airfares
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“ Downtown Eureka
522 F Street
Eureka 95501
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Abuse quandaries take stage
A play about family love in all its twisted forms
Karen Wilkinson
Staff writer

“How I Learned to Drive,
playing at 8 p.m. this Thursday
through Saturday in Gist Hall, is
engaging from the opening scene,

with the provocative 13-yearold Li'l Bit, played by HSU stident Greta Welsh, in a bright yellow dress addressing the audience
while taking down her hair.
Set in rural Maryland in the
late ‘60s, it’s a complex and torrid
tale from the perspective

vering and marked by ambiguous
actions. The balding, shifty-looking Peck goes on the wagon, giving up all alcohol upon Li’! Bit’s
request. In another scene Li'l bit
has too many

martinis while at

dinner with her uncle after passing her driver's license test on her
tirst try, and, in a groggy, drunken
stupor, mentions getting a room
for the two of them.
While guiding Li'l Bit through

her pubescent years, Peck pushes
her to be both independent and at

of a young woman blooming into adulthood

while

under the eyes of her perverted uncle.

Going back and forth
in time, you slowly get an

understanding of the intricate relationship of Li’l
Bit and her Uncle Peck
(the family fondly gives
one another nicknames in
respect to his or her genitalia). Peck, played by
HSU student Brice Harris,
sees someone who can understand him in his niece;
Li'l Bit sees a tender and
bruised heart in the man
who needs an open ear.

Though the pedophiliac nature of the play could be a turn
off, the taboo subject isn’t overly dramatized

‘the ten

sion and anxiety Li’! Bit initially
manifests lessens after Peck makes

he attempts to calm her, saying,
“lL love you,” while taking the moment to snatch a shot of her dazed
and surprised reaction.
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a promise he will never touch her

while she is at the wheel, but it
never vanishes,
The
three-member
chorus, which takes on
multiple roles as fam
ily members and minor
parts, chime in at neces
sary moments and shift
the tone away from the
heavy-duty to lighter moments, such as proper et-

iquette for a lady while
drinking.
‘The severity of the ongoing molestation isn't
ignored or downplayed,
however. We get a true
feel for Li'l Bit’s inner dialogue when lines such
as, “That was the last day

how the roles of victim and on the set of “How | Learned to Drive” last sightful to the shame and
sense of guilt Li'l Bit felt
perpetrator are anything Saturday night.
growing
up with her unbut concrete in this underthe same time disturbingly aware
cle’s
constant
attention comes
privaledged family. At points it of her budding body. At one point
when
her
mother
tells her at 11
seems as though Li'l Bit has her
(when Li'l Bit is a self-conscious,
years old, “If anything happens,
uncle wrapped around her finearly-blooming 13-year-old) Peck
[ will hold you entirely responsiger and is manipulating him and
takes nude photos of her.
ble,”
before she goes on a day trip
situations. Other times, Peck is
When she starts crying after
alone with him.
fawning and leering over Li'l Bit
finding out her uncle eventually
wants to them printed in Playboy,

1 Y Adult DVD
{ aT
wh
Sam

teaches Lil Bit how to drive her

first car on back roads.

Elisa
Woodruff,
Greta
Welsh,
Kyle | lived in my body,’ are
‘The audience is shown Driggers, Brice Harris and Sarah Daum sharply delivered. Also in-

thinking that nothing is wrong
with their relationship.
The audience learns there is far
more depth to the child molestation story, and the roles are wa-

.

The intricacies of the dynam

ic relationship of teacher and stu
dent are highlighted when Peck

Ray Aspuria

while he tries to persuade her into

! CHECKLIST

or stereotypically

one-sided.

“How I Learned to Drive” won
the 1998 Pulitzer Prize for best
drama, is free to HSU students
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and insightfully piercing.
Karen Wilkinson can be reached
at kiIw23@humboldt.edu
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Ozomatli postponed

Humboldt Glassblowers
815 9th street

On the Plaza,

Arcata

Open 7 days a week

Luc Cebulski

Monday—Saturday 10:30-6
Sunday 12-Spm

Forum Editor

Ozomatli wasn't at Mazzotti’s Monday night but
they didn't bail on the show just because the weather
sucked. They had a good reason. Andy Valdez, assistant managerat Tsunami Entertainment told The
Lumberjack over the phone that Ozomatli rescheduled their show because they are participating in a
benefit for the Los Angeles Regional Food Bank. It
was unclear as of press time exactly when the show
is to be rescheduled, but it won't be until late January
or early February.
The Metro will be refunding tickets for those who
can't make the new date, but all tickets that have been

822-7420

Holiday sale through December
Up to 50% off select items

Tons of great stocking stuffers under $5
Perfect gifts for “white elephant” parties!
Action figures, devil duckies and more!

"PLUS"

sold will be valid for the rescheduled date.
The benefit that postponed the show featured
Ozomatli performing at several high schools in Los
Angeles. The homerooms that collected the most
canned food items at each school won the chance
to skip class and see a show in the parking lot. A Los
Angeles radio station co-sponsored the event and
drove the band, equipment and all from school to
school on a flatbed trailer.
For updated information on the rescheduled
show date, contact Mazzotti’s, The Metro or The
Works later this month.

Luc Cebulski can be reached at
locebulski@hotmail.com

Spend $30 in December, and receive a coupon

for 30% off everything to use in January!
(excludes sale tems, special orders and repairs)

Album:Hens

HUGE selection of disc golf supplies!
Support your local disc golf club.

Won’t

Lay

Sign up for Par Infinity memberships in the store,
And receive 10% off everything in the store!

Artist:Slewfoot

String

Band

Nick Petros
Staff Writer

When a country and rock come together over a fresh batch
of pop’s moonshine, the Slewfoot String Band is what you get. With
sounds that seem to come from some southern throw back town, their
new album “Hens Won't Lay” is sure to have you stomping your feet
and slapping your knee. They are a welcome change to the Arcata/Eureka music scene. This is the band’s second album. ‘Their first album
was County Line. You can pick up their new album off their website,
www.slewfootsringband.com. Or go see them live and ask for a copy
of it. The album is selling for $5, not a bad price for some real good local slewgrass. You can also check out when and where the next shindig
will be. These boys sure know how to get the crowd going.
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Grand Theft Auto:
San Andreas
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This game

for Playstation 2

}

features some very nice improve-

WS

CARLOS

ments from the previous title, like
the ability to swim, character cus-

tomization, gang wars and skill

.

progression. San Andreas features
major cities: Los Angeles model,

es
RMD

5 Seu Penile

6
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Vegas model and in between the
cities are areas that kind of look
like Humboldt County. The game
is set in the early 90s with music
on the radio from Alice in Chains
to Tom Pettyto NWA.
So as always you can follow the great story lines or just listen to Foghat’s
“Slow Ride” and do a driveby.
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It made around $100 million

a

UTC

alone almost makes me want to

eae

an Xbox. This version not
sports a nice crisp look but
vehicles for multiplayer,
weapons and the ability to
wield many weapons. If you
an Xbox yet no Halo 2, what

are you waiting for?
X-men

Legends

and comic books all I can say is

the game areal fun experince

.

and the four-player co-op makes

€,
p
0-

as you play with 15 of the X-men
through various levels. As you
progress you can even custom-

.
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on its release date. While I have
played little of the story mode of
this game, the multiplayer game
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Crabs up for g crabs
Crab season has begun and itis easy’ to.get ‘em
a

ra

Nick Tellin

“A crab pot will cost anywhere

Copy Editor

from 75 to 100 dollars whereas a

This timeof year crab season
doesn’t have anything to do with
baseball or zodiac signs.
As of Dec. 1, locals began
catching their crustaceans in
mass quantities, and anyone can
join in on the fun.
Crabbing does not have to be

crab ring only will cost 15 to 20
dollars probably.”
Unless an individual plans to
crab off a boat, Mellegers- said. a
crab ring will work fine.

commercial. You can do it yourself, and it’s fun, easy and inexpensive.
A few rather economical

items such as a crab pot, bait
and a fishing license are needed
before heading out to catch your
seafood dinner.
Any
potential
crabber

In~ ardeighleg a crab of any
species, it must. ‘exceed the in-

ati

A persofi feast have a fishing
license, which costs $32.80 for

California residents and $88.20

Harrison Ibach, a Mad River
Outfitters employee, suggestsed

for non- -residents'in, order to le-

using squid as bait for the traps.

The license is valid from Jan-

gally crab.”

+

Squid bait comes frozen in a box

uary to January and must be re-

and costs around $3 per pound.
Ibach said traps can’ be secured by any kind of rope a

newed yearly. Dungeness rabs are the typical species of crabs that are sold
in most grocery stores because
they are larger and meatier than
other local crab species.
Other typical kinds of crabs

half

inch

should be
hour

or

thick or more and

checked

every

two

once

that

live

in

coastal

will have to decide whether

the

crabs,

once it has entered.

A

crab

ring,

on

the

oth-

er hand, lays flat on the ocean
floor and will only capture crabs
when it is being pulled to the
surface.
Kevin Mellegers, owner of
Mad River Outfitters, a sporting good store in Arcata, said,

sand

crabs

Make

set.
sure there is slack

left on the rope he added, if the
trap is not on the ocean floor the

A device equal to the length
of a dollar bill is used to measure the width of a crab.

Photo illustr

other kind of previously mentioned crabs may be kept.
Mike Cole, an HSU

fisheries

major, is a regular crabber and
says he only keeps dungeness
and red crabs, as the other spe
Cole said he normally crabs
at either Humboldt Bay or in
Trinidad and uses leftover fish
carcasses for bait.

tions

state

that

only

dungeness

crabs

may

be kept

Ibach suggested crabbing at
any jetty or dock or at Trini-

35 of any of the

lasts from Dec. 1 until July 30 in

10

per outing.

However,

dad Pier. The crabbing season

a
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Humboldt County.

Cole suggested crabbing during slack tide in order to miss
the strong ingoing and outgoing
currents, Slack tide is the period
of time between low and high
tide.
When

it comes

to cooking

the crab, Cole said “add a bottle
of Carona and a little pepper to
the water for some extra taste.”
Nick Tellin can be reached at

nat11@humboldt.edu
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ation by Nick Tellir

HSU fisheries major Mike Cole holds two large
dungeness crabs, his favorite to catch and eat.

cies are too small.

Regula-

crabs will not be able to reach
it.

and

slender
crabs.
California
Marine

not allow a crab to leave the trap

WV

Humboldt

area are rock
crabs,
yellow
crabs,
red

to purchase acrab potora
||
crab ring.
\
A crab pot is a completely enclosed device that does
}

the mea-

ayaa
re
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i

aCe bY ACen,

© 1/2 lb Fresh crabmeat, drained and cnophda
+ 8 oz pkg. cream cheese at room temperature

a

1 sauce.
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Healing Waters Bookstore
4677 Valley West BI. Arcata
826-9941
Open: Tuesdays 12-9pm

Mow

Bo

Wed.

_-- Fri. 1 vam

ual

Growth, Scripture

- Worship CDs - Al musical styles
Reference Works, Recovety f

Humboldt Healing Rooms, same nection

Prayer by trained teams for

Private

the sick or oppressed f poe agg

The Meek
shall
inherit
the earth
Forestry senior
Dale Meek is
ready to graduate

after miraculously
surviving a coma
ea
A

wat
NOW

F

er

rae

Ray Aspuria

Fishing is one of the ways Meek relaxes
and gets a break from the dorm scene.

aOR en

According

Jessica Cejnar

death

the

Science Editor
He was in his late 40s when
bacterial meningitis put him
into a coma he wasn’t expected

have had seizures for more than
24 hours or who are in a coma

to survive.

of

to WebMD,

risk

from _ bacterial

meningitis is high in adults who

when admitted to a hospital.
Gwendolyn
Meek,
Dale's
stepmother, said although he

After seven years of re-learning how to speak, walk, read
has lost some of his short-term
and write, 57-year-old forestry
memosenior Dale Meek,
ry,
Meek
a resident of Fern “He
was like a baby has come
Hall on campus, is

BS

almost fully recovered and is just 13

Cocktails

\

starting over again.”

Pool+ Music

reels

Pool+ Music

a long way
since waking

went into the coma on Dec. 17,
1997.

down stairs.
“It was like

I didn’t

, Cuan a

rg an

$6.00 buy In. 1st 60%, 2nd 30%, 3rd 20%

pancendtt

MIGbaE

up

units away from
Gwendolyn Meek from
his
earning his bacheDale Meek’s stepmother
monthlor’s degree.
long coma.
“They
wanted
“He was like a baby starting
to pull the plug on me,” Meek
over again,” she said.
said. “My father and brother
When he came out of the
had a feeling that I would pull
coma, nurses had to teach him
through. They wouldn't give
how to eat, walk and talk.
up.”
He also said the first thing
Meek’s bacterial meningihe remembers after waking up
tis was caused by an infection,
from his coma is a nurse at the
which stared in his ear and
hospital walking him up and
worked its way to his brain. He

oie 0.4. RAY

Sunday 6:00 Pi
KARAOKE BIG KAHUNA STYLE
Broadway
Eureka CA (707) 443 - £

Ray Aspuria

Meek studies in his Fern Hall dorm room.

exist,”

Meek said.
Meek’s stepmother said that
papers had been presented to
his father to euthanize him, but
he just couldn't sign them at the
time.

“Thank God we didn't sign
the papers,” she said. “Because
a few days later he came out of
it.”
After spending two years
with his father and stepmother
in Lake County, Meek decided
he would go back to college.
“The
doctors
told
me
I
wouldn't learn, that I'd be a veg-

etable,”

he

said.

“(College

be-

came] more of a challenge.”
Despite
what
the doctors
said, Meek went back to college
in 1999 and earned his associ-

ates of arts degree from Columbia College— a junior college
in Sonora— five years after his
coma.
He hopes to go into wildlife
studies after graduating from
HSU.
Meek lives in the dorms because of the convience of getting
to and from class,but he said living on campus is different than
living in his own house because
alcohol is not allowed outside
of the building and because he
can't play his stereo or television
loudly.
“I want to have my own place
to do what I want to do,” he said.
“I'm too old to be told what to
do.”
Wildlife junior and suite
mate,
23-year-old
David
Rominger, said living with Meek
is fun and the generation gap is
almost nonexistent.

See

MEEK,

continued on next page
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MEEK

CELEBRATING
TRADITION

continued from previous page
“He’s fun to hang around
with,” Rominger said. “We go
fishing and hunting.”
Meek and Rominger recounted one fishing trip near the jetty in Humboldt Bay when they
saw a Great White shark attack
and kill a seal just 50 feet from
where they were fishing.
“Awesome!” Rominger exclaimed. “There was blood and
all kinds of good stuff.”
Despite only having 13 more
units to go before he can earn
a degree, Meek often thinks he
won't make it.
He blames this on his shortterm memory loss, which has
existed since he came out of his
coma seven years ago.
Meek said he is failing his
soils class because it requires
memorizing facts, and that he
had to take chemistry twice before he could pass it.

VNIQVE MENORAHS
HANDMADE
MEZVZAHS
FROM ISRAEL
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JEWISH HOLIDAY
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college fellowship
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Welcoming
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HUNAN * CANTON *PEKING
SZECHUAN * MANDARIN * DIM-SUM

Call for to-go orders
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822-6105
“does not include gratuity. One coupon per visit please.
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761 8th St.
On the Arcata Plaza

HUNAN
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Fine Chinese Cuisine on
the Plaza...

OPEN 7 Days a Week
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your take-out or dine-in order!
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Humboldt Counties Oldest
& Finest Tattoo Shop

@eee

10% off*

or reservations

7 days

* ARCADE

eee

NIQUE

« FOOSBALL

Group
Rates * Special Parties
* Beer & Wine
(21 & over)
Wed Night 9-Ball Tourney @ 7:30pm, Th night 8-ball tourney @ 7:30p

Lewes

Jessica Cejnar can be reached

www.dncweb. org/koinonia. htm

13 POOL
TABLES

Dale Meek

at Luthien20@verizon.net

hbs7@humboldt.edu

HALF OFF 1 HOUR POOL TIME

lege became] more of a

“It’s very frustrating when
I’m taking a test,” he said. “If |
study for two hours before the
test, I'll forget it.”
Although the generation gap
between himself and his fellow
students is glaringly obvious
at times, Meek said he is often
looked to for advice because of
his experience.
“(One of my] instructors
thought I was an inspiration for
students,” he said.
Living with residents signit
icantly younger than him isn't
awkward, he said.
At Columbia College he held
an advisory position similar to a
Living Group Advisor and said
most of the students he advised
were between 17 and 18 years
old.
Meek is also the father of 18year-old twin boys, one of which
is in the Army and the other
who is a student at Columbia
College.
“(Living with younger people
is} not something strange,” he
said. “I know what to expect.”

ship*Prayer

sponsored by United Methodis at ind Episcopal churches

“The doctors told me |
wouldn’t learn, that I'd
be a vegetable. [Col-

foresty

6-8 p.m.
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Eureka, CA
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Six falcons flying
Christmas Bird Count is coming to town

Steelhead

Sayaka Rifu

Bush's plan

A potluck dinner at 6:30 p.m. and
a slide show at 7:30 p.m. Bring
a dish to share. This free event

will be held at Humboldt County
Office of Education at Myrtle and
- West Avenues

in Eureka. For more

information, call 442-5444.

¢ Dec. 18: Eureka/Arcata count
Cail Ron LeValley at 839-0900.
¢ Dec. 19: Del Norte count

Call Gary Lester at 839-3373.
| © Dec. 26: Willow Creek count
Call Gary Lester at 839-3373to
join a team, watch a feeder or let

_ Counters
on your property.

¢ Jan.2: Centerville count
)
from south Eureka

~ Photo courtesy of www.audubon.org

Le Conte’s sparrow

“If you

are

interested

in birds,

you should get involved.”
Steve Tucker

has a very strong social ele
“It's a great way to get to
know other birders.”
“You get to spend time with other birders
get

Hewitt

eM
ana

Because
of this
ruling,
some salmon habitat is no lon

ger

said.

to go to places

you

might

not

other

wise go,’ LeValley said. “You can meet new
friends and form new collaboration.”
LeValley also said a lot of HSU students are
participating in the count. “We practically depend on them,” he said.

eries
!

Pr

| www.audubon.org

Fox sparrow

some students participate in the early count

“Later counts [in Humboldt] have to draw

on people other than the students,” Harris
said.
The Christmas Bird Count was started on
Christmas Day in 1900 by ornithologist Frank
Chapman.
People used to engage in a holiday tradition known as “side hunt” where they chose

Hankin,

HSU

department

fish

chair

and

eater believe that Bush's pro
posal is economically based.
With fewer critical habitat,
there

will be fewer

reasons

to

restrict development near riv
ers and streams,

ticipating in the count for the past 10 years,
both in Arcata and in his hometown in Ven-

and travel home to join the groups in their
hometowns.

considered critical.
ivid

Wildlife senior Steve Tucker has been par-

tura.
“If you are interested in birds, you should
get involved,” Tucker said.
He said it helps to be able to recognize
birds during the count, but people can also go
with experienced birders who can identify the
tricky species.
“(The count] could really open your eyes
if you haven't done anything like this,” Tucker
said. “People can learn to appreciate the diversity of birds.”
Retired wildlife Professor Stan Harris said

and wild salmon

were in essence same.

“[This event]

ment,”

“What Bush is trying to do
is say that hatchery salmon are
the same as wild salmon and
therefore aren't as threatened,”
said Dan Teater, a fresh water fisheries -senior. “Actually
the wild salmon population is
hurting.”
A similar thing happened
in Oregon when judge Michael Hogan ruled that hatch- |
ery salmon

Wildlife senior

and

¢ Dec. 10: Bird Count Refresher

A

Hewitt is a former president of the Redwood Region Audubon Society and offers bird
watching classes through Center Activities at
HSU. He has been leading the Eureka sector of
the count for the past five years.

the Gulf of Mexico, was spotted in Arcata. It

How to get involved

~

West Coast.

pn

(in bird population).’

“[The count is] a great sort of snapshots,”

a

said ornithologist Rob Hewitt, the owner of
the Little Bird Jobs Enterprise, a biological
consultant company. “It’s not necessarily a scientific data, but it gives you a sense of changes

The Bush administration
recently proposed an 80 percent reduction in designated
habitats for salmon, threatening their habitat as well as
their population along the

with a grayish orange head generally seen near
was the only sighting in California.
“Every year, there is something fun to see,”
LeValley said.

Peregrine falcon

Staff writer

Tl

More than 50,000 people across the United States participated in the last count, completing 1,996 counts and reporting 63,523,708
birds in total.
“There is no comparable effort in the
world,” said Ron LeValley, the owner and the
Senior Biologist of Mad River Biologists.
This year’s bird count will be the 20th count
held in Arcata.
Last year 38 people participated in the Arcata count and sighted 180 species. LeValley
said the peregrine falcon, fox sparrow, marbled godwit and black phoebe are distinctive
species to Humboldt County.
Last year, Le Conte's sparrow, a small bird

Tyson Ritter
ad

Photo courtesy of www.northcoast.com

AS:

January.

threatens
salmon

Photo courtesy of www.audubon.org

Marbled godwit

Instead of hunting them, Chapman, an
early officer in the Audubon Society, decided to count the feathered ones and started the
“Christmas Bird Census” as a new holiday tradition. Twenty-seven dedicated birders, including Chapman, went out and held 25 bird
counts and recorded 90 species.
“When you have that many people counting (birds) for that many years, it’s a historical
data,” Hewitt said.
The count for the Arcata and Eureka
area will be held on Saturday, Dec. 18. Contact LeValley at 839-0900 or e-mail him at
ron@madriverbio.com for more information. If you live in Eureka, you can also contact Hewitt at 442-0339.

Under
the
Endangered
Species Act (ESA) of 1973,

!

government

|

agencies

are re-

quired to set aside “critical”
habitats so that an endangered
or threatened species can recover and gain back it’s numbers.
The act does not include
wild and hatchery-born salmon, but rather the species as a
whole. Now salmon habitats
are being cut to about one fifth

of what they once were.
“We could see the biggest
uprising

ever

of protesters

seen

over

Fee

Get your binoculars, a notebook and wear
warm clothes to tally feathered creatures for
the national holiday bird count.
The Christmas Bird Count is an annual nationwide census of bird sightings by amateur
bird watchers. Birders get together to go out
and count birds during the three-week period from mid-December to the beginning of

LeValley said the best thing about this event
is going out into nature and focusing solely on
what species of bird to find next. “I just enjoy
going out there,” he said.
Humboldt is one of the top 20 regions in
the United States for counting birds.
“Humboldt is located farthest north (of the
top 20 regions),” LeValley said. “We have a lot
of diversity.”

we've

this issue,’

Hankin said.

Since the Bush administration has proposed to con-

dense

critical habitat

there

has been uproar from fishery
experts who say this measure

will undo everything the ESA
salmon population.

sides and hunted to achieve the biggest pile of

Sayaka Rifu can be reached at

feathered and furred quarry to win.

sr26@humbolidt.edu
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STEELHEAD: Threatened habitat
continued
from pg. 34
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“The proposal will need to pass
through review where everyone will get to yell about it and

A statement released by
Bill Hogarth, a NOAA Fisheries administrator, said, “This

then rules will be set. That's
proposal seeks to protect critwhen we'll truly know what's _ ical salmon habitats and meet
going on.”
the economic needs of the citWhat is known is that with
izens of the Pacific Northwest
Humboldt’s one hatchery alCalifornia.”
ready closed, the future may
If you fish for steelhead, be
look grim for salmon.
aware of the regulations before
The Mad River Hatchery
you cast your line.
is closed due to budget probNot following CA state reglems, but Teater is optimistic
ulations can result in a fine of
that things will get better.
over $200.
“Happily there is only good
If you want to fish less renews about the return of the
strictive waters try some ocean
Mad River hatchery,’ Teater
fishing.
said. “There's not going to be a
“There's nothing like catchcrash in fish population. Fishing a 30-pound Lin cod, taking
ers just need to be patient, in
it home, and beer battering it,”
another five years fish populaTeater said.
tions will be good again.”
However Teater worries Tyson Ritter can be reached at
that a decline in fish popula- tcr7?@humboldt.edu
tion could also hurt the local
economy.
“Fishers will ask themselves
if it’s worth their time to come
to Humboldt to fish,” Teater
said. “If it’s not, that’s one in-

Cerena Johnson

Eureka resident Jared Mcloud fishing for steelhead at Mad River Acrata bottoms.
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Bees take sting out of cancer
Enjoy

Tiffany Newton
Scene Editor

Royal jelly is in everything
from face cream to nutritional
supplements.
Royal jelly is a creamy white or
milky compound manufactured
by nurse bees, according to www.
nutritional-supplement-info.
com/royal-jelly.html.
The United States
Department of Ag-

The
Lumber
Jack!

riculture

(USDA)

has found royal jelly
contains

acids,

18

B

amino

vitamins

vitamin A, vitamin
C, vitamin, E, vitamin

E and traces of calcium,
copper, iron, phosphorus, potassium, silicon and sulfur according to www.truealoe.com/royal_
jelly.htm.
“Royal jelly is the sole food of
the Queen bee, allowing her to
live 50 times longer than regular
bees,” according to www.americanroyaljelly.com.
Royal Jelly has cancer fight-

ing potential according to a study
published in Nature in May 1959,
entitled “Activity of 10 Hydroxy2-Decenoic Acid From Royal Jelly
Against Experimental Leukemia
and Ascitic Tumors.”
In this experiment, active cancer cells from mice were mixed
with royal jelly and then injected into the mice. They report
that an injection of
the mixture suppressed mouse
leukemia and
inhibited
the
formation of tumors.
The Ontario Agricultural College in Guelph, the
Department of National Health
and Welfare in Ottawa, and the
University of Toronto joined forces to compile the following information:

“The criterion we used in these
experiments was survival. The
mice either developed leukemia
or tumors or were fully protected. Control mice died from as-

while mice receiving appropriate
mixtures of cells and Royal Jelly
all failed to develop tumors.
“Protected mice were kept under observation for 90 days after
death of the control mice. They
were then sacrificed and autopsied to confirm the absence of tumors.
“These results have been confirmed repeatedly on nearly 1000
mice during a two-year period
and show a striking effect: either
all the mice die quickly, or all survive.

“Two groups of mice which received tumor cells plus Royal Jelly
remained alive and healthy more
than 12 months after inoculation,
while sister mice which received
the same number of tumor cells
without Royal Jelly died within 12
days.”
Susanne Littlefield, nutrition
department manager for Eureka
Natural Foods said for centuries
the Chinese used royal jelly to increase longevity.
“[Royal jelly] can help to increase fertility and boost energy,’
said Littlefield.
According to Truealoe.com,
worker bees are given royal jelly for the first three days of life,
while the queen bee eats it exclusively her entire life.

Because of the royal jelly, the

aW.t

queen bee can live up to 5 years
and produce over 3,000 eggs a day,
weighing two and a half times her
body weight.
By modifying queen-rearing

thew Li 7D ba 5

techniques,

&,
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mass quantities.

% Espresso,
Wine, Beer
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Robson,

third-generation beekeeper from
Arizona and author of “Health
Secrets from the Hive,” writes that
royal jelly could be produced in

RSahirday s9003

r

Charles

AVEDA

aso"

dermaiogica

Young workers are transferred
into artificial queen cell cups that
have been primed with a drop of
royal jelly, on wooden bars that fit
into a special frame.
‘These frames are then fed constantly with pollen and a honey syrup mixture supplement.

r

40 GIVE:

Peace to All

A

strong colony can adequately take
care of ninety newly grafted cells
a day.

At the end of the third day
each mock queen cell will contain

gnoe

&
A

Gallzry Dos

Gift Certificates Available

Fine Art * Scultpture
Ceramics * Jewelry
_ Folk Art + Imports
Books * Sweets
Ornaments * Cards

Mill Valley

)

McKi nieyville ¢ Eureka

840-0968

the maximum

amount

of royal

jelly about 300mg.
‘The cells are cut down, the lar-

va is removed and a small spoon
or suction apparatus removes the
royal jelly. It takes an average of
1,000 cells to produce a pound of
royal jelly.
a

<a

Tiffany Newton can be reached
at sunny_rose16@hotmail.
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Beached whales:

Impact of a heat wave:

One hundred twenty-eight
pilot whales, bottlenose dolphins and one sperm whale
beached themselves on two islands off the coast of Australia
and New Zealand.
Tasmanian wildlife officer
Shane Hunniford said the two
beachings are not linked, but
rather tragic coincidences.
There are many theories as to
why the whales beached themselves, but none have been confirmed.

A study conducted by the
United Nations of a 2003 heat
wave which occurred in Europe may give Pacific Islanders
and environmentalists ammunition for legal cases blaming
the United States.

Ground shakin’:
An
earthquake
rocked
Humboldt County at 5:48 p.m.
Saturday, about 20 miles east
of Eureka, according to a US.
Geological Survey report. It
had a magnitude of 4.3 and
was centered approximately
13 miles south of southeast of
Willow Creek.

Adopted elephants:
The Detroit Zoo will become the first major animal facility to give away its elephants
based upon ethical grounds.
Asian elephants 51-year-old
Winky and 46-year-old Wanda will live out the rest of their
days at the Performing Animal
Welfare Society two hours east
of San Francisco.

Coral reef protection pact:
Representatives from the
Florida Keys National Marine
Sanctuary, the Australian Great
Barrier Reef Marine Park and
the U.S. and Florida govern-

ments signed a pact to share

Behind the moon:
Jupiter and its satellites went
behind the moon on Tuesday
morning as viewed from the
Earth. This kind of overlapknown as an occulation among
astronomers-has
not
been
seen in decades, and visible in
the Eastern and Central United
States.

Female Iranian fighters:
Two thousand years ago,
Iranian women may have been
armor-wearing, sword-wielding warriors.

Archeologists unearthed the
skeleton of a warrior, previously thought to be male because
of the metal sword buried with
it. DNA tests proved it to be
the skeleton of a woman. It was
one of 109 skeletons buried in a
site in the city of Tabriz.

Garage door war:
Between now and 2008, the
military will be using a new radio system that uses the same
frequency as 90 percent of the
remote-operated garage-dooropeners.
The military radio signal
can overpower the opener’s signal, preventing garage doors
from opening.
The signal can also vastly re-

tect the reefs, which attract ap-

duce the opener’s range, forcing
the user to walk close to the ga-

proximately 6 million visitors a

rage before the door will open.

knowledge on how to best pro-

year.

Compiled
by Jessica Cejnar
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: To see your event listed in this calendar, e-mail the :

Marijuana Anonymous Meeting

History of Petrolia

Benefit Dinner & Auction

Annex 125, HSU
6 p.m., free (Meets every week
Visit www.marijuana-anonym:
org or call 839-7857 for details.

First floor Humboldt County
Library, Eureka

Sunset Restaurant
Cher-Ae Heights Casino, Trinidad
6:30 p.m., $40
Two Feathers children program is
fund rasing to provide children's

: to the event. Publication is not guaranteed.

Culture Group Activities. Include a
silent auction and a raffle.

: For that issue have events sent by 1/14/05.

2 p.m., free

Historical Society director Laura
Cooskey will show images ofthe
area and its people from 1869to

Folk ‘em

|
|

1950.

Humboldt Brews

: of the event to The Lumberjack by 5 p.m., Friday prior

Folklife Bluegrass Jam play the
Brew.

The Redwoods By Candlelight

Shadow Puppets

Prairie Creek Redwoods State

Muddy Waters
1603 G St., Arcata

Park

Elk Prairie Visitor Center

|

6 p.m., free

0°.

Park Rangers will lead a guided tour’

of the ancient forest so dress warm |
and see the great outdoors.

AM Jazz Band
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU

Living

8 p.m., $6 general, $2 seniors,
free w/ HSU ID

The Morris Graves Museum of Art

modern comedy with crazy Arcatatype characters. See a side of

: Nelson Hall East, Humboldt State University
Arcata,

_

California,

°
eeeseeeseeeseeeeeeosee

95521
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_ Tuesday |14

Northern California took on
students from So- Cal in
the Black Student Union's

Gala Benefit for Library
Baywood Golf & Country Club
5:30 p.m., free
Open to the public. Enjoy good
food and wine and a silent auction.
Proceeds will go to the county

A Strong Offense

10th annual “slam and jam”
fundraiser game Sunday night.

:

library.

Got Crabs?

778 18th St., Arcata

7 p.m., $6 adults, $3 children

Veteran
Sean Powers
and Corey Stevens will perform new
material with special puppet guests.

Natural History Museum
1315 G St., Arcata
8:15 p.m., $2
Dave Hankin will present a lecture

on the history
of the local dungeness
crabs.

Katie Denbo

Instrumental Concert

Humboldt Sym

Eureka High School

Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU

7:15 p.m., $5 at door

8 p.m., $6 general, $2 non-

|

EHS music department is featuring |
works by the Orchestra, Symphonic |
Band and Wind Ensemble. Event
—
includes a raffle.

students, free w/ HSU ID
Dr. Kenneth Ayoob directs the
symphony through 18th-20th
century compositions.

The Shape Shifters

:

ee

Thursday
|16

—aie
Philip's Camera and Studio
823 H St., Arcata

: @: (707) 826-3271, Fax: (707) 826-5921

8 p.m., $4
Arcata Shadows presents their

Scene

Celebrate Tango

Camera Club Exhibit

: DX): events@humboldt.edu

puppetry you've never seen before.

Trinity Baptist Church
2450 Alliance Road, Arcata
6 p.m., free
Drive-through nativity scenes with
the Heavenly Angels singing to
commemorate Christmas.

i

Rumours Lounge
415 5 St., Eureka
9 p.m., free
Check out the underground
ensemble that's come to the

Friday \a7
Whale Watchin
Crescent Beach
Enderts Beach Road, Off Highway
101, Crescent City
2 p.m., free
Seas

ceenns 8

View

Geny Whine

they migrate south.

Photo courtesy of Rob Hewitt

88 |

Just Being Cute
See a Golden Crowned Kinglet in the Christmas Bird Count on Dec.
19 in Humboldt. For further information see story on page 34.

Come see this holiday classic
brought to you by director
Danny
Furlong and North Coast Dance.

10 a.m., free
Listen to live music, eat good
food and take care of your holiday

shopping.

Fund Raising Potluck

Arts Faire
Mateel Community Center
Redway
10 a.m., free

|

Take care of those on your holiday |
shopping list and check out the 28th |
annual Winter Arts Faire.

Live
Natural

Museum
}

1 p.m., donations accepted
:
Wildlife Care Center volunteers will
bring in their non-releasabie
furry

The Power of Eight
The Shape Shifters are stopping in at Rumours Lounge Saturday
evening. For further information see story on page 26.
Photo courtesy of theshapeshifters.net

1

a

Ol bee
.
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y

humanitarian aid to Iraq at this
Veteran for Peace and Women's

International League for Peace
event.

Presentation

1315G St., Arcata

The Marsh Commons
101 H St., Arcata
6 p.m., donations
Eat and help raise money for

:

: Note- this is the last issue for the fall semester. :
: The next Lumberjack will be published 1/19/05. ;

|

7 p.m.,

Thursday

: date, time, price, location and a short description

A Joint Event
Fulkerson Recital Hall, HSU
8 p.m., $6 general, $2 seniors,
free w/ HSU ID
The University Singers and the
Humboldt Choral team up for the
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humfire.org/choice or 443-8019

RCAA Straight Up Americorps
is nw accepting applications for
AmeriCorps members to serve
locally as academic mentors to
youth. Experience working with
youth desired. Must be at least 18.
No uppper age restriction. Ben-

efits include living allowance,
training, and a $2,363 education
award. Commitment is 30-40 hrs/

wk from 1/10/05-8/12/05. Apply
now on-line at www.americorps.
org or call 269-2024.

Office located above Moonrise
Herbs on the Square. Teri Cal-

Six

Row, Kayak, Canoe. Water taxi
Tours of Humboldt Bay from
Woodley Island Marina. www.

$1,800

humboats.com 707-444-3048

laghan, MFT 498-3927

Bedroom
plus

House,

security.

McK

822-8039.

Recently remodeled, wood floors.
Game room, laundry, with washer dryer, nice solarium. 8 minutes
to campus. Online: hsu.och101.
com
or
RogersRentals.com/
housing

NARCOTICS
ANONYMOUS
- FOR MEETING INFORMATION CALL 444-8645.
AA ON HSU CAMPUS Fridays
& Sundays 7-8p.m. Saturdays
1la.m.-noon SBSB 405 442-0711
AL-ANON IN ARCATA Tuesdays (ACA) 7-8p.m. Thursdays

7:30-8:30 p.m. Arcata Methodist

Bldg 11th St, Room 7 443-1419
NEWCOMERS WELCOME
Gentle holistic Chiropractic
care. Relief for sports, auto and
stress-related injuries and imbalances. Jan Dooley, D.C. and Lorna
Skrine, D.C. 912 Tenth St., Arcata
822-9171

Bye 6 hier. Sxl

dia? We are seeking interns for
Spring 2005 semester. Help develop print, readio and TV ads.
No experience necessary. Stipend
available. For more info, www.

anxiety, depression, and PTSD.

HumBoats Boating Center Sail,

& BOE

and environmental
activism?
Looking for experience with me-

Yerba Mate Tea and paraphernalis. Discover health, diet, art, culture, and mental energy potential.
Find great gifts. Curious? Search
us! StrawBaleTradingPost.com

ct

SHIP Interested in social change

Low-fee counseling for HSU
students. Treatment available for

Pee

MEDIA ADVOCACY INTERN-

Friday, December 17th, 8:00p.m.
Opening Night Gala to follow
rmance
Catered
Avalon. ‘ee a fe
TICKETS: $22 Reserved Seating -- $18 General Seating

Saturday, December 18th, 2:00p.m.

Humboldt State University
Van Duzer Theater

December 17, 18 & 19, 2004

“Sugar Plum Fairy Matinee”
TICKETS:

$15 General Seating Only

Saturday, December 18th, 8:00p.m.
TICKETS:

$18 General Seating

$12 Seniors, Children and Students

Danny Furlong,
Artistic Director

Sunday, December 19th, 2:00p.m.
TICKETS:

$18 Reserved Seating -- $15 General Seating
$12 Seniors, Children and Students

Reserved and General seating tickets available from

HSU University Ticket Office, 826-3928
Tickets also available at:
The Works, Arcata & Eureka and The Metro, Arcata
(Cash or Checks only please)
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